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A SOIL gnJDY THE MOl^ £mO STATE 
FOREST > mmSYLYASIK^' 
ismomcTios 
®ie study of forest soils is receiving consid­
erable attention in America at present• The realization 
of the threatening scarcity of tisiber has stimulated re­
search along this line as it did in Europe a cestury 
ago. Forest Soils resear^ has of necessity been slow. 
The length of rotation of the crop is an unsurmountable 
barrier to quick results from direct and complete growth 
data, such as may "be seeured in the case of agricultural 
crops. As a result most of the data obtained in the past 
is purely empirical. The soil scientist of the past has, 
in the main, concentrated his attention upon agricultural 
soil problems. The necessity of providing for a future 
supply of timber makes it very desirable that much more 
data be secured in the various basic sciences, which 
are involved in Fo3?est Soil problems. 
This investigation was done in absentia under 
the direction of the Soils Department of the 
Iowa State College, with the consent and 
cooperation of the Pennsylvania State Forest 
School and ctffered as a partial fulfillment 
of the requirements for the Hi.D. degree. 
^ 37.10 
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HISPORICM.-
i A seardi of the world's literat-ure reveals that 
E 
! 
[; while in Ataerica only a beginning has been made in 
forest soils research, European scientists have been inter­
ested in the problems involved for a hundred years. She 
stiidy of the classification and pr<^erties of agricnltural 
soils is so merged and closely connected with that of 
forest soils that the literature overlaps to some extent. 
!Ehe stxidy of forestry itself was started in Eiirope only 
t imder the threat of a fuel Tssiins, and the serious study 
1 of forest soils followed as a necessary corollary. 
i [; Interest in soils is, of course, as old as histo3?y itself. i 
[ Pliny (61) wrote, very signs> also, froEL 
I 
I which we form our judgment are often deceptive| a soil 
I that is adorned wii^i tall and graceful trees is not always 
I a favorable one, except, of course, for those trees, lhat 
i tree, in fact, is there taller than the fir? And yet 
i 
I what other plant could possibly exist in the same spot?" 
i 
I Femow (21) states that Colbert, Minister to 
\ Louis XT7, urged that monarch to aid in the reforestation 
^ of Prance, and to start a study of the conditions necessary 
I to acecoroiish that moroose. 
I Qxholm (57) says a Swedish forest expert, C. A. 
] Agardh, wrote in 1857: "It may be said that the position 
of Sweden as an independent nation and as a civilized 
'j 
•i 
i 
country is contingent upon tiie existence or non-existence 
of forests*" 
®ie fo3?ce of necessity pronpted the evolution 
of the science of forestryj the scientific viewpoint of 
the present age is developing the science of forest soils. 
Classifieatioa. 
50 the Russians "belongs no little credit for 
their contribution to Soil Science. ?Po one familiar -syith 
the western perspective an acquaintance luith Russian 
soils literature is as tho a doorway long unknown had 
been opened into a new and delightful chamber with a 
magnificent outlook» Ttvlq^ known facts cannot always be 
readily reconciled with the rather philosophical view­
point of the Russian school^ but for ^ eer scientific 
interest, the broad scc^ of the works of DokoutscJiai§ff 
(16) and GUnVw (28) are unsurpassed. DokoutschaiSff 
describes and explains the origin of tchemozems. Glinka 
advances a system of soil classification based mainly 
on meteorological factors. He divides all soils into 
two great groups. The first he subdivides into six great 
«•»»»%> 
Ecbod-TTifflacBgorphic Soils* 
I. Soils developed under optimum moisture conditions. 
II* Soils developed Tinder average moisture conditions. 
III* Soils developed tmder moderate moisture conditions. 
17* Soils developed •under instifficient moisture conditions. 
V. Soils developed •under excessive moisture conditions. 
VI. Soils developed 
conditions. 
under temporarily excessive moisture 
Sndodypamcanorphie Soils* 
X<»' J 
fb) Varions skeleton soils. 
Series H of tlie ectodynanroaiorpliic soils in-
clttdes the podsoLs and gray forest soils* 
13ie endodTnamomorphic group is that group which 
becaxtse of peculiar local conditions has not as yet develop­
ed to the extent of ectodynaiaomorphic soils. 
Ramann (64) modifies and adds to Glinka's (28) 
classification the variables of temperature and geological 
origin. 
Humos. 
Studies on the huraus horizon of soils are volu­
minous. It lias been necessary to select only those hav­
ing a bearing on forest soils. 
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Albert (1) defines hmas as that mixture of 
compotttids derived from organic material of plant and 
gTilinfll origin. He calls tiie tjpper layer of woods hasms 
Waldstrea* Gliiika (28) tairOcs that Sramos formation is 
due mainly to fungi. 
E"anec and Kvapil (51) find tlaat biiimis of de­
ciduous timber shows a hi^er than that of coniferoxts 
tirn'oer, mixed hxainis of hard:i?ood and conifers "being lovrer 
than either ptire coniferous or hardwood husias, Prfink (24) 
found humus soils most acid, Ee considers huaias a most 
IsHportent cause of acidity. Baiimann and Gully (7) found 
no free acids in upland nioor- humus. They state that the 
apparent acidity is due to adsorption by the colloid mater­
ial in the humus, -si^ich in the case of indicators brings 
about a condition whidi ixKlicates acids. Seaec and 
Erapil (51) find that active acidity varies greatly 7/ith 
different species. Soils carrying a mixture of different 
species of leaves together with conifers are said to be 
less acid than those carrying one species. 
Koch (41) says that the humus of coniferous 
forests has a detrimental effect on plants in contrast to 
that under a growth of beech trees. Petit (60) found a 
forest soil rich in humus incapable of absorbing phosphoric 
acid from a solution of monocalcium phosphate, but which 
on the contrary yielded a more or less constant proportion 
-6-
of Its P2®l5 ^  solution* Waksman (78) separates 
Tmrntzs into its "Tarioas fractions on the basis of their 
solubilities in certain reagents and discusses the rates 
of dec<2aposition» Een3?y (S3) considers soils divided 
into four zones» 
1. 
2, 
4. 
Acids• 
Bmmarm. (63) believes changes in soil under rob.-
iramm are due to humic acids formed because of lack of 
Oisygen# 5he aclds^ he says, leach out soluble material 
and cause a li^t colored leached layer#. Breal (9) states 
that soil acidity prevented i5ie foiTsmtion of nitrates 
except in small amounts -Khich were taken up rapidly by 
plants J hence no nitrates were fouod in acid soils* 
Johnson C'^) danonstrated the nature of soil 
acidity in reference to the removal of bases and the effect 
of buffers. 
nitrates. 
Baumann (6) says that nitrates are seldom found 
in forest soils. Sbermayer (18) found no nitrifying 
Eamcus. 
Mixture of mineral Q&ri5i and 
Zone of alteration 
Iloaltered laineral 
bacteria in forest soils* Henry (32) believes tliat deafl 
leaves are capable of fixing atmospiieric nitrogen. He 
found by experiment that 100 grams of leaves fixed in 
one case •SIS grsons of nitrogen and in another 1,299 grams 
of nitrogen* Zon (81) found that black locust seed in 
pure sand increased the nitrogen content froa ,0024 grams 
to ,092 grams (58 times) between May 1 and Sept. 10, 
He also quotes Ebermayer as f ollo-ws: 
"The average amounts of nitrogen taken up by 
various trees per acre per year are: 
l^eech forest abou.t pounds • 
Silver fir forest about 35 pounds. 
Spruce forest about 33 pounds, 
Scotch t>ine forest about 30 Tjounds, 
11 
c 
i Also oak leaves contain 1,10^ nitrogen. 
I Hcxriibeas leaves contain 0,74'^ nitrogen. 
i • 
ji These leaves placed in sand for one year showed an iiwrease [1 
I in nitrogen content "s^ich he attributed to fixation by soil 
i' • 
I organisms, Suchting C^) concludes that the fixation of 
[i 
;? 
I nitrogen by fo3?est leaves is due to an organism similar to 
J I Clostriditaii Pasteurianom described by Winogradsky, Henry 
is i 
I (53) quotes E, Chevandier as saying one forest of hetre 
I ©nplaine produced annually 10 kge in the leaves, Zemplen 
I mmmmrnmrnm 
I and Rotii (SO) state that nitrogen is fixed by hair-like 
growtSis cm fo2?est This is a confirmation of 
jarBiesm»s (38) trichome tiieory, wliicli togetSier sritli 
Henrys* dead leaT tiieoi=y is discussed by Cleveland (12) • 
Cleveland also states that' the removsl of the forest crop 
takes frcm t3ae soil about nine pounds of nitrogen per 
acre per year, TMs loss has been shown by experiment 
"to be not quite offset by the gain in nitrogen due to pre­
cipitation, Se is of the opinion that forests are gather­
ers of nitrogen, Eomberger (57) finds no appreciable 
gain in nitrogen by the application of leaves to soil. 
Hall and Miller (SO) report i^iat nitrification goes on 
slowly In spite of soil acidity, Parrozzano (58) states 
that soils groTslng oaks had raore nitrates than iSiose 
posing other trees, Hesseliaan (35) states that little 
or no nitrification 'sras observed to occur in the humus 
covering of mossy, coniferous forests, fhe nitrogen vras 
not transforaed beyond ammonia even in the best and most 
productive forests. He says that pines gr-ois- well in soils 
where no nitrification takes place and thinks it p-ossible 
that pines take up aamonia nitrogen, Lipean (42) thiijks 
nitrate production should be a more important criterion 
of soil nitrogen availability than sssiania production. 
Nisbet (55) says that Krutzsch of 5!harandt 
estimated that beech, spruce and pine required 30 to 44 
kilos of nitrogen per hectai^e for foliage production and 
I 11 kilos foT wood production.* The total amount of nitaro-
I gen carried down in rain was 11 kilos, so leaf mold was 
r. 
I supposed to ftarnisii the additional nitrogen* He reports 
I 
I tliat further researches of Frank, Kdller, "^ollny, flnf? 
Henry show that roots in woodland may symbiotically gather 
I nitrogen* Wilson f79) found with an average «T>Tm«T rain-
fall of 29*51 inches over a five year period, 12*51 pounds 
of nitrogen i>er acre per year came down in the rainfall* 
Of this 11*5 pounds were aamonia nitrogen and 1*01 nitrate 
I nitrogen. Shutt and Dorrance (68) found that as the re-
E suit of a 10 year average 6*58 pounds of nitrogen per 
ac3?e per year were added to the soil in rain and snow* 
Clarke (11) foond nitrate nitrogen present in measurahle 
I quantities in very acid soil and apparently independent 
i 
I of seasonal chants under the conditions of his experi-
i ments* 3emec and Kvapil (52) showed that humus was able 
i5 
P I to fix mare atmospheric nitrogen than mineral soil adjacent. 
i i Amdt (2) says that acid hxnrais showed little nitrification. 
'i 
neutralization of the acioity increased nitrification, 
; J 
;l however. Gibbs and Batchelor (27) state that soils under 
i 
^ virgin timber seemed unable to form nitrates* Soils vfeich 
i had been under cultivaticsi had the power to nitrify* Gibbs 
j and Workman (26) report that lime generally caused an 
i increase in nitrification* 5emec (54) reports in the 
'3 I forests of Jirny gains of nitrates in soils of a hi^ 
1 and losses in soils cxf a low pH. Some soils of pE 4»1 
i 
I and 4,2, however^ s3ac®red some nitrate gain# la general 
I soils of 5 to 6*5 increased most in nitrates• Beec^ 
I nnderwood aided htoniflcation. Edington aiid Adams (20) 
j foTind variations in nitrogen in tlae podsol profile and 
I show tloe deficiency in the leached layer. 
1 
I Soil Qci^anisias* 
; f j Arrhenixts (S) states that earthwo2?ms cannot live 
i 
I in raw htnaas whi<di has a pH lower than 6« Soil reaction 
i 
= is a priiaary factor in "Sie control of earthworms. Crahay 
i 
^ (14) states tlmt fungi are most important in acid soils. 
I He says that air is necessary far the decoanposition of 
1 2X1252*5# ^01222*^ 220!L5s d'S^6C^.S3L2.^ "f 
'i 
I forests on poor compact soils. Emann (6S) gives the ratio 
! for zTEEDfeers of frnigi to bacteria as 3 to 1. He reijorts 
I • 
I hi^ fungi counts in acid forest soils. Pischer (22) re-
iti • ' 
i cords the presence of fungi in acid soils. Coleman (13) 
1 
I says that organic matter of vegetable origin is most suit-
I able for the higjiest activity of the soil fungi which he 
I 
I studied. He says aeration seems to be a controlling 
I fact CO? in the activity of soil fungi. Marchal (44) re-
1 • 
^ vo <n I \ <rr , i i  a i  rw Cfco i xn. v t ,  t  
I 
I Goddard (29) reports little or no nitrogen fixed by fTmgi. 
-11» 
\y 
Baarbpsaa (4) states tliat many ftmgi are able to withstand 
a t^iqjerature ot -24®C» 
i 
I To Fcank (23) belongs the distinction of first 
dffittonstrating "Hae morphological nature of ectotropic 
mycorrhiza. He first siiggested syidJiosis of fungi with 
; hi^er plants, Hobbe and Eiltner (5S) state that as a 
result of 25 years* observation they find no t2?ace of 
mycorrhiza* Janse (39) suggested that endotropic my-
cor232i2®. flz free nitrogen. IfcDoagal (46) states that 
one species of tree may be infected with several 
J of mycorrhizas* Again is says trees may grow in infeet-
I I 
I ed soil withotit developing mycorrhizas. ^corrhizas are 
I not necessary to growth he thinks. He is convinced that f I 
t ©ctotrGpie laycorrhizas are parasitic and do not have 
i sTE&iotlc relations with trees. He states that endotro-
i phic s^corrhlzas may in some cases be symbiotic*. Galland 
1 
i (25) further extended the knowledge of mycorrhizas in 
. . .  
i work on endotrophie mycorrhizas • Ee considers that whatever 
1 
i symbiosis ejdsts, as far as the hose is concerned, is in 
i digesting the mycorrhizal cells as a means of defense 
I 
! against them. Spratt (69) l^jrew doubt on the previous 
i 
I ft! for nltrogen fixation by mycorrhisss by the finding 
i of rseudomonas radicicoia in the root hairs of the genera 
I Podocarpineae in conjunction with mycorj^zas. According 
-12-
4 
i to Higala (49) acids are produced by decaying forest 
i leaves, ©lis decomposition in the upper layers is due to 
I ftmgi#. Wakaanan (75) reports 2 millicai bacteria per gram 
I 
f of STirfaee soil at one incli depth in forest soil* ^ 
states that -ttie greatest nmnbers of bacteria in the soil 
examined were attained in Atigast. fficBeth (50) in his 
studies on the decomposition of celliilose reports that 
the eellttlose dissolving organisms developed most rapidly 
in B±r* Efeemayer (17) found •C^ CDg in air at a hei^t 
of two meters above the soil daring the stmaaer or twice 
; the CC^ ccHitent in airioutside the forest* The C^)2 content 
in the air in the^^jz^ he reports as • 
! Crump (15) in a sttidy on the wilting of moorland 
[ plants j^ows the relationships existing beti^een -oeaty and 
I 
J sandy peat soils as regards non-available water, 
; Saig (51) in a sttzdy of soil profiles as related 
3 ' ' 
^ to tree growth fomjd for the conditions applicable in the 
ij " " • 
! papticiilar case a correlation between colloid content and \ 
j incrCTient, He also suggests the prcfeability of coi»relating i 
1 
1 soil type and tree grc«rth» 
I 
: Plant Pood and Spowiai. 
} mammmmmmmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmmmtrnmmm 
Bie literatiire on i^ie effects of fertilizers on 
! tree growth is rather aeager* 7ater (74) states that as 
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a resTilt of a two yeap test of fertilizers on pizra and 
spraoe seedlingis on a forest soil, mfertilized soil pro-
daeed only seven to 48 percent as mach. g2?OBl3i'as tli© folly 
fe3?tili2ed» Brace {10) says tiiat in tlse forest soils of 
Geyloa moistiipe se®2s to "be the limiting factor of growth, 
Beoaee (B) states that no direct relation was found be­
tween tile results of chemical actalyses of the Bjati forest 
soils of Java and their apparent degree of pi>odactivity* 
Tssm (73) as a result of a study of the rocis of the 
province of vSiHiiarid in Sv-eden divided the soils into foar 
gronpg » 
1, Miere lime acticai is poor evergreen 
growth is found, 
29 Wie^e gneiss and granite prevail soils are 
of medlxaa quality and produce good evergreens-. 
S, sShere stoaies of hi^ lisse content are found, 
ItiiRiiriant pine or good decidnoos forests are often produced, 
4# gyperite stones are of two kinds. The one 
with most water-soluble lime produced the most pine. 
Sbe literatare available on forest soils is in 
general rather inconclusive and unsatisfying, A few out­
standing works are to "be recommended; those of Glinka, 
on general classification,, Esurj, ^ sselman ea 
the purely technical phases . Melin's work on jsycorrhizas 
is typical of the application of the basic sciences to 
forest soils. 
«14-
Parapse. 
I Hhe pm?pose o£ this investigaticai was to gattter 
I I soils <5ata tvcm the M<mt Alto State Forest land as a 
f, • 
I t>asis for further resear<^, Xaasmach as no basic scien-
I tifie data was available, it -oas deemed advisable to make 
I a general saxvej first, then, do as mch specific and in-
i 
f tensive investigation as time permitt^. The real object 
s 
I was of coarse to correlate chemical^ phj^ical and biological 
!i 
I facts witli productivity in tenas of wood growth, 
e .  
8 
• ©IS Mont Alto State ?orest is a 23^000 acre tract 
B 
5 of mountainons land lying on the sou.them border 
I • • 
I PranKLin. Gonnty, which, is one of the sout3i central border 
5 s 
5 eomties of the State of Pennsylvania* Siis tract of land 
a • 
\ «as fojsaerly the property the Mont llto iron Ccsnpanyy 
I which ccmpaB^r tised the land up tmtil 1897 as a source of 
It 
I charcoal wood in their reduction of iroa ores# About 
. . .  . . .  
i ij 1897* due to Reaper <»?e supplies frcHJi the LaJce Superior 
I district^ the company failed and the Isoid was purchased by 
I the State of Pennsylvania for the growing of timber. During 
I the hundred years of the iron company*s tenure, the forest 
I was coppiced Qiree times, and the hills denuded of all 
I but snfflll aeccmd and third groartiu m t3ais condition it 
s 
I passed into the hands of th.e Department of Forests and Waters 
I as an additioa to their growing area of State Forests# 
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land fTcm a forest soil standpoint is typical of 
•aie moaatain ridge areas in tlas state» It is liighly 
silicioi^, laelcing in fertility, and offers about as poor 
an outlook for a forest as could be imagined - certaiiily 
a challeijge to the profession of forestry. 
59ie land coororising the 25JQ00 ac2?es is tiiat 
land toadesirable for agriculture, those poor rugged slopes 
T^ose rocks and all but barren soil discouraged the 
agriculturist# ©te forest is delimited almost to the foot 
by the tillable soil whi^ t2ie frugal and ambitious 
faTsaers, for nearly taro hundred years, have -wrested froca 
the rugged slopes beyond* Th© forest area then 
laarks that soil whose infertility makes it worthless for 
anything but timber. Prom the forest standpoint it is 
about at tlte lower lissit in productivity. Suc^ an area 
^fers a basis for coBiQ>arisaa and an opportunity for study­
ing the limiting factors of growth not available cm. better 
sites. 
05GLCKJIC5I, 
She soil character is easily understood TChen the 
geolo^ of the regiiKi is coryaidereds. Slse Sont Alto State 
Forest lies in that extension of the Blue Ridge Mountains 
knosn as the South Souatains. The laaterial of these 
moraitains is of Cambrian and Pre-Cambrian age and except 
-16-
f«? a small area of igneous rhyolite near taie summit^ 
is ct33}^osed almost enti3?ely of iiigbly silicioas sandstoae 
and qaartzlts. 52i© stmta are as roilcms, frcM the basic 
jPcjfimdations upwards 
1. Bbyolite - a lava flow, 
2» A coarse conglcaserate sandstone, 
the weverton. 
S# A fine-grained quartzite - tlie Sont Alto. 
4. A CMirse-grained qaartzite to sandstone -
the Antleteaa* 
5. 2he thi^ Shenandoah, limestone.. 
Following the ^rcfilvg up of the range, the limestone 
erodoi away and there noir protrudes only the roots of the 
silicloiis synclinal roclss between ifiiich at the top is a 
small volcanic flow. 2he mountains are surrounded by the 
fertile Eagerstown loam, the residue of the Saenandoah 
limestone# Siere is no limestone in the forest areaj in 
fact, every foot of the. soil is acid. 
m the late Paleozoic era compressive forces 
acted on this body of depositions and arched them into a 
large moimtain range, much larger, of course, than the 
South Mountains of today. After this arching the strata 
appeared as in Plate 1. 
!Ehe erosive acticm of the elements throu^ 
many thousands of years weathered this mountain range 
down to its present topography. Limestone being relatively 
-15a-
PLAS?E 1 
\ 
I 
Ri^ yblite 
v!_fe-tro-yf;on SaniSuon© 
EarTDer's bliist 
Mont Alto Quartzite 
Antietam banastone 
S he nana o ah. I i." e s t one 
m 
soltible was rapidly leached away imtil ncm it is fotoad 
only in valleys bordering 13ie mountains. Harper's schist 
also weathered rather rapidly and left inter-
moimtain valleys^ ffiie harder,, more resistant deposits, 
iintietam sandstone, Hont Alto ijaartzit© and Weverton 
qaartzite cap the ridges at the present time, Plate 2 
shows an ideal section of this region. 
The chief rocks in the volcanic area are 
laetal^alt and aporhyolite (5>, Of the two the metahasalt 
is ccs^jaratively •unlmpactant, outcrcraping as it does over 
an area not exceeding one-half square mile, 
She aporhyolite of the forest area comprises 
perhaps ten square miles and lies an a plateau at an eleva-
tlan. of ^out 1500 feet in the northeast comer of the 
forest• ®$h© aporhyolite itself", as descril^ed "by P. 
Bascm (5), '^is usnally red or piirplish in color but varies 
to blue and bluish-gray. It is compact and fine grained 
but in places it is araygdaloidal". 
Overlying the igneoios rock is the basal or first 
sedimentary deposit, the ?/everton sandstone. This is the 
oldest sedimentary rock in the region. The Weverton is 
essentially a coarse sandstone^ at times conglomerate 
in structure. Its base is a soft purplish arkose. This 
Weverton sandstone in places is fine grained and quartzitic 
PLATE 2 
Grd«3n Kidpo \ V \ 
1(00 Icy J4t, 
I I / 
Mont Allto Mt>. 
I ^ 
Little Mt. 
Rhyolite 
Weverton Bandatone 
Harper 3 Sohlst 
Mont Alto Quartzite 
Ant i e t am o sn d r:; t one 
aiiemndonh J.j.rao o'of 
1. i 1" 11 n s 1) ur f>: oh a 1 e 
<i fO 
I 
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in appearance, "but it keeps its pxirpllsli color throa^-
aat» This rock has been aiodi altered by pressure and 
heat, and in sosne places resembles gneiss, thoozgh its 
sedimentary natnre can at no time be doobted. The €n?ig-
inal pebbles may be seen as they "arere cemented together 
when the original ro<^ ms laid do^o This strata oS 
Wereirfcan sands1>one is abofat 1250 feet thick* 
C^rerlying the Weverton sandstone is the Harper *s 
schist with its Mont Alto qaartzite member • 52ie Mont Alto 
Quartzite is a ptire -v&ilte to pinMsh fine grained highly 
silicioas rock. T3ie Harper's schist, due to its soft 
natTire, has been almost entirely leached away» In fact,, 
it outcrops in o22ly <v^ ?ery srea at Vineyard 
in the forest* This foi^tion is about 850 feet thick» 
OverlyiEig th© Mont Alto qaartzite is a coarse 
grained, "efiiite to red, rather soft sandstone. This is 
knoTOi as i3ie Antietaia. This formation has a thiclaaess of 
500 to 800 f©et« 
Overlying the Antietam sandstone is the great 
Shenandoah lisiestone series. Since this rock does not 
occur in the forest, it -srill not be discussed here. Its 
resi&ie, the Hs^rstcsjn Icsss, fonss the bcuadary of ths 
f opest ajyea. 
In a previous reconnsaissance (67), practically 
the entire area -sms grouped together as one series, the 
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Morpisiai. As far as the textope a£ the soils is cOTicemed, 
it wGTild not "be far wrong to call the entire area sand. 
K®ag0s C4S) says thesa lauds are adapted to growing of 
trees only. Closer eoca^-ninaticai, hovrever, shows scsae 
difforenees in the "vsrioas areas^ 
It "STill he seen In -Kie succeeding pa@es frosa 
13ie tables and graphs, how these similar l^es vary as to 
texture and organic matter*. 
1 C. F« Maiirai: (45), (Siief, Soils Sttrvey,. TJ» S. 
Boreas of C^aemistry and Soils, has set dosn the f ollo^ng 
criteria as necessary for the classification of soilst 
!• Humber of horizons in the soil profile. 
2. Color of the Trariois horizonsj. Tsrith special 
2 emphasis on the surface one at? two-^ j 
t ' i 
' i 
t 5. Texfcere of the horizons, i 
i 4« Stracture of the horizons . 
5* Relative arrangement of the horizons. 
6. Cfciemical composition of the horizons. 
7» Thickness of the horizons. 
S* Thickness at the true soil. 
The character of the soil material-
10. The geology of the soil material. 
He says, '^Hie soil profiles of that part of ttie 
llaited states east of the Rocky Mountains may be grouped 
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around scm© ten matnire soil profiles, eac3i differing in 
(me or more Important resxjects from sltij other one of idie 
ten,** Ids profile So. X qiaite aceiirateiy describes 
Ithe soils of the ISifont Alto forest and is as follows s !• Forest debris; rohhonms, trockentorf# As a [ rule it rests directly on the soil with a very thin layer 
I or no layer at all of decomposed organic matter (moliy on 
t the bottom. 
I 2# Gray horizon ranging in thickness from a 
I film in very heavy soils to several inches in thickness. 
5he podsolized horizon* 
3. Ghocolate-broEm, coffee-brown, rusty-brown 
[ horizon. The orterde, or ortsl^ein horizon. In some cases 
{ 
f may be indorated, IS&j TBiige Tip to 12 inches in thickness. 
Ho sharp line between this and nui^^er 5. 
A better description of the Hont Alto forest 
soils coiild not be found. It fits almost identically 
with perhaps a minimizing of nmber 3. 5?his horizon is 
only sli^tly developed. 
4. Partially weataiered jjarent soil material. 
In the beginning it mi^t be stated that for 
•Kie sake of description and analysis, all soil tjrpes were 
divided into horizons. 'Sh.ese horizons are rather shai^ly 
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defined in many forest soils, and it is partictilarly true 
I itere. Tiie following scheme was adopt^t 
First» Horizon. A - •andecoEiposed lestves. 
Second, Kovlzcai B - peaty layer or raw hmas. 
Third, Horizon 0 - leached layer. 
Potzrth, Horizon B - true soil. 
The 1a?ansitiCHi "between the raw humus and the 
leached layer was rather sharply defined in nambers 1, 3, 
4, and sli^tly less so in ma^er 2. The thickness of the 
[ so-called srall in no instance sor © than one-"Quarter 
^ inch, and in most places was me2?ely a paper-thin sprinkling 
of loose dfctarcoal-lika mterial* The raw humos lies 
[ almost without transition, directly t^n taie leaded layer. 
Contrary to the usual occurrence in forest soil^ the 
[ leached layer, or C ]i(s^csi,was la rssss^ cases almost, if 
not quite absent. It varied in thickness directly as the 
thickness of raw hams* The so-called orterde layer was 
almost entirely absent in all types, and there was in no 
area the indurated podsol. 
ITEnaber 1, Little Mountain coarse sand is a dis­
integrated phase of the Antietam sandstone, coarse in 
texture- and varying but little between stcrface and sub­
surface, Cd?ganic raatter is deficient and aeration at 
the mazisroEi. It is very loose and leaches rapidly. The 
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taiiela^s i±Ee ts9 tmras layer on this type, ^  may be 
I seen from Ta&le S, is, as an average of" 150 measureiaents, 
t: 
i «S5 of an lotii on the slopes and ,38 da the ridges. 2he 
leached layer is stoost absent* The soil profile con-
i sists, then, of the leaf layer, a thin horizon of peat 
»5S-.71 inch i^iick, a trace of gray sand, and lower, the 
I 
Type So, 2 - 5he Ehyolite loam varies fro® gray 
to pink in the surface aiid is "underlaid for the most part 
with a yellowi;^ brown sandy clay subsurface. 2he westhsr-
[ ing of the parent material of ttiis soil is quite different 
j-
i frcm that of the other three tyt)es» Ihe ridge soils seem 
t 
I to be more stony and the cove soils isiidb. finer in textnre 
than those of the silicious t^fpes* The content ot stone 
E in this igneous tjpe nsrill ran as hi^ as 75-^ perc^t on 
I tih« ridges -sahile the soil in tile coves may be almost en­
tirely free rrcan stone and it contains c«rer SO percent of 
• clay. 
This type on the level stre-fcches has been pre-
eiEpted for faming pT22?poses and seems to be qaite capable 
of retaining organic matter. The marked difference be­
tween this type and that of the silicicais types is that 
the leached layer is no where present to any appreciable 
extent. Thej^e is a inore gradiial transition from the raw 
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huESHs layer to tiie true soil, Tiie horizons are as 
follows; 
1. Leaf layer. 
2 • Peaty horizon. 
5. Transition zone varying in thickness from 
none on ridges to l/4 inch to 8 inciies 
in the coTes. 
4. True soil. 
The leached layer is absent. 
The Weverton sandy loam varies froa yellosrish-
brovm to reddish-broym in the s^^rface, and from yelloiffish-
brosm to plakish mottled brown in the subsurface* The 
distinguishing features of the Weverton sandy loais frosa 
types So. 1, and 4, is the aisount of clay in the B 
horizon. Lying as it does jUst over the igneous rhyolite 
because of its age geologically, it sesns to contain more 
of the clay producing minerals. It Tsill be obseznred frcm 
Table 6 that the thickness of its peaty layer is greater 
than that of any otSier types. The leached layer is 
sporadically present on tliis type, but not to the extent 
that it occurs in Type Ho. 4. 
A study of the relationship betv;een soil types 
and geological types on the Mont Alto forest brings out 
the rather interesting fact that, beginning virith the 
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rlayolite, the tezirure steadily grows coarser, and the clay 
content less. 
Type Ho« 4 - Mont Alto sandy loam is meditcs in 
tezture^ yellowish to brownish-yellow in color, varies 
only sli^tly from stirfaee to siibstirface in texture. It 
is tiie residual pihase of the rather compact Mont Alto 
qr^ rtzite formed in sita. S5iere is some little clay in 
the sidjsnrface, consequently its texture is a little finer 
than that of IJo, 1, it mi^t be stated at this point that 
all of the soils of the ffiont Alto forest are stony soils to 
a hig^ degree. In fact, in some areas the surface of the 
soil is 50 percent or more of boulders. 55iis is espec­
ially and almost tmiformly true of the ridges. Table 1 
shows the percentage of rocks in the D horizon of all types < 
Hhe principal basis for separation of the soils 
of this area was that of geological origin. This area 
composed of the residue and outcroppings of the truncated 
ends of parallel upturned strata presents the rather un­
usual situation of several soil series in a very small 
area. It was decided to differentiate four types each one 
of which is a representative of a different series. For 
instance J. four series^ and at the saise tiise^ ^our types are 
present on the whole area; Riayolite loam, ¥/everton sandy 
loam, Mont Alto sandy loam. Little Mountain sand. 
The soils of this area are of the podsol type. 
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i There is a distinct tendency toward the leached layer. 
j 
I $he peaty horizon lies like a rag tmconformably on the mln-
: eral soil* Around the edges of this quartzitic area is the 
; calcareous Hagerstosm series# There is not a trace of 
podsol in this series, in fact the organic matter as ob-
I served in mmerozus wood lot areas does not SLCcramalate but 
; rapidly disintegrates and becomes incorporated with the 
I mineral soil. A typical moll is formed. It seems rather 
; difficult to reconcile these facts T?ith ttie Russian classi­
fication. HKiich is the mature type? Both date from the 
f Caaibriaii period and yet lying side by side two very widely 
( different types are formed under identical meteorological 
t 
[ conditions. One mi^t call the Hagerstosm, Endodynanomorphic 
i 
\ yet stirely in three hundred million years, it has earned the 
I right to maturity. 
i Five sanipling locations were selected on each 
i; • • 
( 
? type. On each of these five areas a composite sample wsis 
; made by taMng 5-10 boring. Samples were taken from four 
horizons: A, leaf layer; B, peaty layer5 C, leached layer; 
D, true soil, and on ridge, north slope, south slope, and 
cove. This made a total of four horizons on each of 20 
locations per soil type, or 80 samples. 
©lere is a fairly well defined difference between 
the tree growth on the ridges, slopes, and in the coves; 
henee, the sampling at the three locations. In many sections 
•2e-
of the country there is a marked difference, too, "between 
the growiai on north and soath slopes? so the sampling was 
extended to izsolxide north and south slopes^ 
©le sampling 3?oster is as follojrst 
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SAMPLIHG EGSEER 
Little Mountain; Sazid 
go. 
1 H 
1 S.5. 
1 S.S. 
2 R 
2 S.S. 
2 S.S. 
5 R 
5 S.S. 
S S.S. 
4 R 
4 S.S. 
4 S.S. 
5 E 
5 S.H. 
5 S.S. 
Location 
Little Mosmtaln 
n ti 
a n 
Piney Motmtain 
n If 
Gnrve fountain 
R n 
» n 
(Middle) 
r t  
n 
Aspect 
Ridge 
IFortli Slope 
South. Slope 
Ridge 
liJo3?tli slope 
South sl<^ 
Ridge 
Nort±t slope 
Ridge 
Sorth slop© 
(S.W. end) Ridge 
Hortii Slope 
Horizcm 
A.BaC eX^s 
A .S .0 .ID . 
A.S.O . 
A.S .0 . 
A.5«G.D. 
A .6«C .!D . 
A .Sa C a3?a 
A.B.C.D. 
ezid) South Slop© A.B.C.D. 
A .B .C 
A.B.O«]D« 
South SloDe A.B.C.D. 
South Slope 
A.B.C.D. 
A.B.C.D. 
A=B»G.D. 
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II« Blgrolite Loam 
go. Loeatitm As-peet 
6 K CoFls Rid^ S»W» Eidge 
6 S.S. 9 « O ff Sortii slope 
6 S,S» tt t» « a Boixth Slope 
7 R » " eiBi Ridge 
7 SJff. n « » « HortSi Slope 
7 S,S. w w n « Sout& Slope 
<N #% o u S€w Bsltimore Cots CO=?B 
9 R SteeSlebeyry Hill Ridge 
9 S,5. o a Hcrpth Slope 
9 S.S. B n Sootti Slope 
10 R SSfig^ ST Ri^ge €a2d Eidge 
10 S.H. o n w It Iforth Slope 
10 S*S. » rr s fl Scuiai SloT>e 
11 R n " S."^* end Ridge 
11 S.H. n n » » Horth Slope 
11 S.S. n ff R !T Soistli Slope 
H03?iZ01X 
A«5«0»X^» 
£ sSaO «]&« 
A*S«C • 
a. *&»0 
A »S » 0 «r 
«29-
III» Wevertaa Sandy Loam 
Ifo, Locaticjn Aspect Horizon 
12 B Eoclcy Mountain s.w. end Eidge A.5.C.S. 
12 S.H. R tf TT n Uortli Slope A«5.C. 
12 S.S. Tf fr Tt n South Slope A.B.C.D. 
IS E Briar Mountain Eid^ A »0 . 
13 S.N. o n Horth. Slope A .0 . 
13 S.S. « n SotrfciL Slope A.B*0 .P. 
14 E Rocky Mofontain 5.E. end Eidge A.B .0 .S« 
14 S.5. ti » « Tf Rorth Slope A.B.C.D. 
14 S,S» » fr n ft South. Slope A .B .C 
15 5 ChiTfrney Rocks Eidge A*B. (/ . 
15 S .S .  n ti Forth Slope A»B.C.D. 
15 S.S. n It South Slope A .B .C .B. 
16 E Snoay Moimtain Ridge A . B . C .B . 
16 S.H. n If Hoirtii Slope A »B .C »B . 
16 S.S. ft tr South Slope A .B .0 »B . 
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17, Mont Alto Sandy Losaa 
So, 
17 R 
17 S.H. 
17 S.S, 
18 R 
13 S.'S, 
13 S.S. 
19 R 
19 S.:R. 
19 S.S. 
20 R 
20 S.li. 
20 S.S. 
21 R 
21 S.H. 
21 S.S. 
Location Asoect 
« 
n 
n 
tf n 
Oak Knob 
Tt fr 
Sandy Ridge S.l??. eiad 
tt 
Sandy Ridge Kiddle 
tf n tr 
« TT n 
Green Ridge Middle 
t: Tt II 
Ridge 
Eortli Slop© 
Soatii Slope 
Ridge 
B or til Slop« 
Sonth Slope 
Eidge 
north Slooe 
Ridge 
Hcariztm 
Mont Alto Mountain S.W.eod Eldge A.B.C.D. 
" Ifarth Slope A.B.C.D. 
" South Slope A.B-C-D. 
A.B.C.D, 
A.B.C .D. 
A .6.0 .]D. 
A«B .C .D. 
A.B.G.B. 
A.B.C.D. 
A.B.C.D. 
A.B.C.D. 
South Slope A.B.C.D. 
A.B.C.D. 
Iforth Slope A.B.C.D. 
South Slooe A.B.C.D. 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
Eeiiaitage Cove 
Staleys « 
Little Mountain Core 
Cove 
Cove 
Cove 
A.B.C.D. 
A .B .C .D. 
A.B.C.D. 
«S1-
LESSSD 
I. Little Kcnmtain Sand» 
H* Ebyolite Loam. 
III. Weverton Sandy Loam. 
T?. Mont Alto Sand^ Lose* 
R« Ridge. 
P, Ccxaposite* 
A. Leaf Horizon, 
B- Peaty Layer or Raw Hunras Horizon^ 
Lea(^ed Horizon* 
D* Time Soil Horizon,. 
5. Hopth. 
S, South or Slope• SH = Sortai Slope 
SS = Soutli Slope 
0. Cove. 
1-24. Locations marked on map. 
For instance: IR?A is Little Momitain Sand Ridge 
composite Leaf layer sample* 
ISRB is sample of Peaty Horizon on 
tlie ridge of Oak Knob. 
22QD is Hermitage Cove trtie soil 
horizon sample. 
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EXPSRIMSSTAL 
g!he e3qpei*isieiital work consists 
1. Soil map. 
2, Textnre studies» 
5» Determination of Hygiroscopic moisture, 
and less on ignition. 
4. Total nitrogen, 
5. Total phospliorus. 
6. Acidity in pE "by tSie colorimetric metnod, 
7* Capillary moistTzre monthly for a two-year 
period, 
S« Nitrate nitrogen d-uring a growing season. 
twice during a growing season^. 
10. Analysis of drainage water monthly for 
one season. 
11. Calcitna determination on peai^ layers. 
12. Weiring and analyzing leaves on average 
rock oak trees. 
13. Three year fertilizer tests on nursery soil. 
-5o-
getliods of 
Hltrates 
nitrate nitrogen was determined on the 
residue fraa carefctl evaporation of a liter of the water 
"by the pihencldisiLLfonic acid method. 
Calcium 
She calcitm was detenained by evaporating one 
liter of the water sasmle, adding 10 cc. of dilute HCl? 
evaporating to dryness, taking vsp in dilute HCl, pre­
cipitating with and precipitating out the calcixss 
in the filtrate with aimonixGii oscalate. She calciua oxalate 
precipitate treated with H2S0^ was titrated with tenth 
nonnal KSDiO^^ 
Leav^ and Soil 
Hitrogen was determined by the i^egular Kjeldahl 
method* 
Phosphoms was determined by the magnesium 
nitrate method and titration of the yellow precipitate 
with tenth normal alkali. 
Loss on ignition was determined by burning off 
•me cmbustible matter in a porcelain dish and finding 
the difference in wei^t, The residue was called ash. 
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Dlscussion of Data. 
The soil STzrvej represents the gradual accxmra-
?! iation of data orer a period of five years during "sshicli 
I every part of the area was studied many times and in detail, 
I fhe classification as to texture was based on averages frcm 
I Table 1« jhe 2?esults are susimarized in Table 2» 
j It seems tiiat a very good basis of comparison of 
I the four soil types mi^t well be made on the clay contend. 
t 
I We see from the table that the soils range themselves in 
1 siagnitude of clay content as fcllocrs: 
ii 
> 
I I. 19.85 percent 
r 
I IV. 25.96 ^ 
! III. 27.95 
c 
I n. 50.13 " 
I Plate 3 ^ o?rs this relationship graphically. 
1 I A rather surprising comparison is that of clay 
( 
[ 
content and sand content in all ridge, slope and cove samples. 
Each figure given represents the avei^ge of tvsrenty loca-
tions and frm five to ten samples on each location. In 
J 
view of the fact that the forest growth is so aiuch ^?eater 
on cove than ridge it was expected the texture would vary 
greatly but such is not the case. 




TABLK 1 
TEXTURE ANALYSES OF 
Soil No. 
IRD^ 
ISND 
ISSD 
2RD 
2SND 
8SSD 
3RD 
3SND 
3SSD 
4RD 
4SND 
4S3D 
5RD 
5SND 
5SSD 
6RD 
6SND 
6SSD 
7RD 
7SND 
7SSD 
80D 
9RD 
9SND 
9SSD 
lORD 
lOSND 
lOSSD 
llRD 
IISND 
ilsr.D 
12RD 
12SND 
12SSD 
13RD 
{ % Stono 
29.00 
10.00 
7.00 
68.00 
5B.00 
77.00 
30.00 
46.00 
76.00 
70.00 
30.00 
60.00 
78.00 
26.00 
33.00 
78.00 
23.00 
57.00 
85.00 
29.00 
52.00 
0.00 
60.00 
49.00 
40.00 
46.00 
36.00 
54.00 
58.00 
34.00 
10.00 
20.00 
28.00 
21.00 
pQ.nn 
^ coaraS 
i Sand 
26.00 
23.00 
54.00 
6.00 
26.77 
3.00 
16.00 
10.00 
39.00 
10.00 
6.00 
6.00 
4.00 
S.OO 
9.00 
16.00 
16.00 
15.00 
24.00 
12.00 
17.00 
2.00 
14.00 
18.00 
19.00 
11.00 
20.00 
16.00 
22.00 
25.00 
28.90 
37.00 
31.00 
36.00 
an, on 
SOILS. 
^ ^ Medlian and « ^ Silt and 
i Fine sand t Olay 
67.86 6.14 
60.50 16.45 
36.00 10.00 
64.50 29.50 
52.36 20.87 
60.60 36.40 
70.00 14.00 
49.00 41.00 
51.00 10.00 
67.80 15.80 
29.00 65.00 S 
71.00 23.00 * 
86.60 9.40 
81.96 13.04 
59.00 32,00 
39.60 44.40 
32.20 51.80 
36,00 49.00 
34.00 42.00 
32.90 65.10 
48.00 35.00 
39.50 58.50 
42.00 44.00 
41.20 40.80 
25.00 56.00 
38.00 51.00 
46.00 34.00 
29.00 55.00 
43.00 35.00 
31.00 44.00 
38.50 32.60 
35.00 28.00 
34.00 35.00 
36.70 27.30 
24.m 

lORD 
lOSND 
lOSSD 
IIHD 
llSNt* 
11S8D 
ISRD 
ISSND 
12SSD 
13RD 
issiro 
13SSD 
14RD 
14SND 
14SBI) 
15RD 
15SMD 
16SSD 
16RD 
16SND 
16SSD 
17RD 
17SND 
17SSD 
18R 
laSND 
18SSD 
19RD 
19SND 
19SSD 
20RD 
20SKD 
20SSD 
21RD 
21SND 
21SSD 
220D 
830D 
240D 
46.00 
36.00 
54.00 
58.00 
34.00 
10.00 
20.00 
28.00 
81.00 
29.00 
80.00 
80.70 
27.00 
37.00 
13.00 
23.00 
81.00 
27.00 
44.00 
36.00 
48.60 
8.30 
24.00 
23.00 
34.50 
26.00 
4.00 
8.00 
45.00 
15.00 
46.00 
32.00 
14.00 
24.00 
82.00 
38.50 
20.00 
18.00 
AW •WW 
38.00 
46.00 
89.00 
43.00 
31.00 
38.50 
35.00 
34.00 
36.70 
46.00 
38.00 
41.00 
47.00 
32.00 
40.00 
39.10 
32,00 
34.20 
38.80 
41.00 
48.50 
64.00 
48.00 
58.60 
42.70 
47.00 
57.00 
59.20 
59.00 
48.00 
49.00 
50.00 
72.00 
59.50 
47.00 
43.00 
32.00 
56.00 
OO.UO 
51.00 
34.00 
55.00 
35.00 
44.00 
32.60 
28.00 
35.00 
27.30 
84.00 
23.00 
16.00 
22.00 
28.00 
36.00 
27.20 
38.00 
35.80 
25,80 
27.00 
19.50 
24.00 
31.00 
11.40 
49.00 
36.00 
21.40 
24.60 
27.00 
28.60 
15.00 
18.00 
20.00 
19.50 
24.00 
26.00 
30.00 
11.00 

TAnr.K 8 
SUMMABY OP 'rrOXOTHK STUDIES 
I! :Av. : Av» :"T3[ne ana 
a tCoarsejSftncl All: Uedliun 
Soil No. sAv. % Stone; Sand : Orados : Snnd 
•j Av. % Silt arid 
: Clay 
i by Typea 
Av# % Silt 
find Olay 
IR 
ISWD 
ISSD 
lOove 
IIRD 
IISMD 
II SSD 
IICov© D 
66.6 
33.4 
BO.6 
18.0 
67.26 
34.20 
47.40 
0.00 
12.40 
14.15 
22.20 
33.00 
16.25 
16.50 
16.75 
2.00 
83.76 
68.78 
77.72 
80.00 
54.62 
54.57 
51.25 
41.5 
71.35 
64.56 
55.62 
56.00 
36.40 
38.07 
34.5 
39.5 
14.85 
31.27 
82.28 
11.00 
45.35 
47.92 
48.70 
68.5 
19.85 
50.13 
Oi 
IIIRD 30, .34 32, ,38 70. 46 38, ,08 30, .14 
IIISNI) 28. 60 27, .54 74. 6 41. ,08 25, .4 27, .93 
IIISSD 28< >40 34, •40 69. 8 36. 40 30, .20 
IllCove 38. 5 31, .0 74. 0 43, .00 26. 00 
IVRD 20, .92 24, i20 79. 62 55, .62 20, .18 
IVSND 24, 16 18, 66 73, .84 54, .88 26, .46 26. 96 
IVSSD 29. 8 22, 72. 80 60. 20 27. 20 
IVOove D 20, .0 38. ,0 70. 00 32. 00 30, .00 
SJ.lt ond Clay-
All R Average 
: : 
:Sllt and Clay«. sSllt and Clay-
:A11 NSD Avoroigo:All SSD Averof^e 
• 
:Sllt and Clay-
:A11 Gov© Avoraji^e 
27.63 32.76 32.12 31.37 
All Sand , 
Av. 72.16 67.85 67.89 68.60 
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Silt aziid Clsy All Sand 
All Eidg© 
D 27,65 72.16 
All Horth 
Slope B 52,76 67.85 
All South 
Slope D 32»12 67.89 
All Cove 
D 51.37 68.60 
Shere is some variation in clay content between 
the ridge and cove soils "but not enou^ to accoant for 
twice the tree growidi on the cove soils. It inast be re­
membered, however, that texture analyses are made on only 
f 
[ that portion of the soil which passed throng a 20-mesh sieve, 
E 
iEhe hig^ ridges are aftffla 50 p^cent boolders, "B&ile in 
t the coves the percentage of large rocks on the surface is 
not so great. $his soil has been formed in situ and as the 
ridges wore down, has probably been covered with forest 
since the Devonian period. The peat and leaf horizons 
at least since the ridges have reached an old age, have 
prevented any surface erosion; so thei»e is almost no grading 
of soil particles by surface water. The rainfall is ab­
sorbed almost ccsapletely and passes dowa throu^ the porous 
sand and off the area as ground water. The disintegrated 
soil is then quite similar in texture at all altitudes. 
In order to get an estimate of the thickness and 
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I wei^t of the Tholswsas horizon on all types, a measarlns 
I Instranent was devised fpcm siieet brass and brass tubing, 
f as in Plate 4, In ttie fields measarements coold be 
I 
I quielrly taken by slitting the pes.t vith a heavy biaded 
[ knife, slipping the lower foot between the mg-like peat 
I and the taroe soil;^ lowering the top foot, and reading the 
i thickness on the iisier steia® 
t 
Fifty measurements were taken chi ridge, north 
slope, south slope, and cove, of four soil types as shown 
in Table 3. 
i As a wei^t basis for calculation it was necessary 
I to detei^nine the wei^t of a square foot of peat an inch 
thicks One-sqiiare-foot sssnples were taken frcaa the follow­
ing locations on the several soil types® ssosples were taken 
as nearly as possible on peat whose thickness was near the 
average for the site and soil type. The sample ^ ?as ais^ 
dried and weired. Table 4 shows the results. 
Two samples were then found one inch in thick­
ness. A square foot piece was cut from each location, 
dried, and weired. The wei^ts were 680 grams and 756 
grams. An average of the calculated weight for a square 
foot of peat an inch thick with these actual weigjits cf 
sueh a section gives 659.3 grams. Seven hundred grains ^as 
taken as the weight of a square foot of peat one inch 
thidk and used as a wei^t basis for all calculations of 
the B horizon. 
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Hl&TE 4 
PEAT MEASURER. 
TABLE 3 
THIOKNES55 OP PEATY HORIS'.ON ON LITTLE 
MOUNTAIN SAND -- mASURED IN INCHES. 
• 
• Noi»th Slope 
.2a .25 .40 .75 ,60 
• SS .60 .25 .70 .50 
.60 .50 .50 .60 .40 
.40 .25 .25 .70 .60 
.50 .25 .50 .QO .60 
.30 .40 .40 .75 .75 
.50 .815 .30 .60 .75 
.50 .50 .25 .50 .60 
.50 .50 .80 .60 .60 
.85 .50 .25 *70 .50 
.25 .50 .25 .75 ,60 
.50 .SO .50 .00 .50 
.25 .40 .40 .60 .40 
.25 .25 .25 .70 .60 
.50 .50 .60 .60 
.50 .50 ,60 .70 
.25 .23 .50 .40 
Average .38 Avorago .59 
South Slope 
.50 .50 •50 .75 
.50 ,75 .50 .76 
.60 .75 .76 ,76 
.60 • 75 .76 .60 
.60 .75 X.OO .76 
»40 .75 .50 ,76 
.50 .50 ,50 .75 
.60 .75 .75 .75 
.60 ,50 ,76 1.00 
.50 .76 .75 • 60 
.60 .76 .75 .60 
.70 .76 1.00 ,75 
.40 .76 .75 .75 
.60 1.00 .75 • 75 
.50 .76 .76 .76 
.50 .76 .76 ,76 
.50 .60 
Average *71 
(A to 
I 
TABLE 3 (0 on tInued) 
THICKNESS OP PEATY HORIZON ON RHYOLITE LOAM. 
Rldp;e North glope South Slope 
.26 .40 .26 .80 .60 .60 .60 • 25 
.30 .25 .30 .70 • 40 ,30 .26 • 40 
.40 .26 .30 .60 •30 •60 .76 .70 
• 30 .30 .30 .76 • 60 ,40 .60 ,60 
,40 .26 .40 ,40 ,76 • 60 .30 .60 
.40 ,30 .40 • 70 .40 • 30 .30 •60 
.26 .40 .40 .26 .60 .40 .60 .60 
,40 .60 .40 .60 .40 .40 .60 .60 
.20 .26 .50 .40 .50 .60 .60 .60 
.40 .30 ,26 .40 • 40 .40 ,60 .60 
.?0 .40 .50 .76 .40 .60 .60 .40 
.26 .30 .30 .50 . 40 .76 .60 .60 
.26 .30 .25 .30 .30 .30 .60 .40 
.30 .26 .60 • 26 .40 .60 .40 .26 
.60 .60 .30 .76 .60 .30 .60 ,60 
.26 ,40 .30 .30 .60 .60 •26 ,60 
.30 .26 .30 .70 .26 .J50 
Average .34 Avorago .48 Average 
•25 
.40 
.60 
.76 
•60 
.26 
.50 
.76 
.60 
.40 
.26 
.60 
.60 
,50 
.76 
.40 
.47 
Cove 
1.00 
.80 
1.00 
.76 
.90 
1.00 
.90 
.90 
l.SO 
•76 
•76 
.90 
.70 
.76 
.90 
1.00 
.90 
Average 
.90 
.80 
1.00 
.80 
•76 
.76 
.80 
.76 
.76 
.80 
.76 
.90 
1.00 
.90 
•76 
.90 
1.00 
1.00 
.76 
.90 
.90 
.60 
.80 
1.00 
1.00 
.76 
.80 
.76 
.76 
1.00 
.76 
1.00 
.76 
.86 
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THIOKHESS OP PEATY LAYER OK MONT ALTO 
SANEfY LOAM. 
t 
IVRB } IVSN13 t IVSSB i XV Cove B 
.25 ,60 .60 1.00 .60 1,00 • 50 .76 .76 2*00  l,i36 1.76 
.35 .26 ,60 1,00 .76 1,00 .87 1,00 •1.00 2.00 .60 2.00 
.50 .50 ,60 1,00 .50 1.00 .76 .87 .76 1,00 .60 1.60 
.30 .60 .60 1,00 .60 1.50 .76 .76 1.12 2.76 1*00 1,76 
.36 .76 .60 ,76 .76 1,00 .60 .76 .87 2,60 .76 ,76 
.25 .60 .36 1,00 ,60 1.00 ,75 ,75 ,87 3.00 1.26 1,00 
.60 .60 .60 .76 .76 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2,00 1,00 ,76 
.50 .36 .36 .76 ,60 1.00 1.00 .60 1,00 1.76 ,60 1,00 
.36 .60 .60 .76 .76 ,76 .76 .75 ,50 1.26 ,76 1,26 
.25 .60 .60 .76 .60 ,50 1.00 ,87 .60 3.50 .76 ,60 
.75 .26 .60 1.00 1,00 1.00 .76 1.00 .76 1,60 1,00 ,26 
.60 ,60 .40 .50 .76 .76 .87 1.00 .87 1.76 1,00 .76 
,50 ,80 .60 ,76 ,76 .80 .60 1.00 1.00 1.26 1,60 1,60 
.60 .60 .76 1.00 ,60 .76 1,00 1.00 .76 1.00 1,50 1,60 
.50 .36 .60 .76 .75 1.60 .87 .87 .76 1.00 1,76 .76 
.60 .60 .50 1.00 1.00 1,00 .87 .75 .87 .75 1,60 1,50 
.26 .60 .76 1,00 .60 .76 1.00 1,76 
Average .47 Avarage ,84 Average CD
 
CO
 
Average 1 ,51 
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TABLE 4 
RSLATIOH OP THICKliESS OP PEAT TO liSEIGHT 
rG-raias tTiiickness of one sq» 
:per zfar 'Gie :ft. one inc3i 
tarea :thick 
: Little Mt» Sand 
Hidge 
Slope 
Ehyolite Loam 
Eidge 
Slope 
; Weverton Sandy Loam 
Ridge 
Slope 
[ Cove 
I' 
1 Mont Alto Sandy Loam 
[ Ridge 
[ Slope 
1 Cove i; 
227 3^8 600 
300 .59 508 
S50 ,59 1030 
980 
550 .61 900 
525 I.IC 477 
840 1^ 80 466 
440 .83 530 
840 1.50 647 
ATerag© "Beigjht foi» on© sq- ft 
one inch thiclt = 582 gleans 
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The wei^ts of the B horizons calculated frcm 
the 700 grams per square foot one inch thick are; 
Poonds Peat Per Acre on Each Site of Fotg Soil Types 
Little Mt. Sand Eidge I E 25,600 lbs. per acre V n Tt Slope I S — 44,000 ti ft tt 
Ehyolite Loam Rid^ II E - - 22,850 n n n tt tt Slop© II S — 35,600 n tt n tf n Cove II 0 60,000 •• tt TT 
Weverton Sandy Loam Ridgo III R — 41,000 tt Tt n 
n n B Slope III S — 67,250 It Tt n !I tt T! Cove III 0 — 121,000 n tf ft 
Mont Alto San<3y Loam Ridge VI E — 31,650 It n t! 
n tt ft n Slope 17 S 56,000 tf tt tt 
n It It n Cove IV 0 — 88,500 ff tt ft 
The drainage area of the 'syegt "branch of iiie 
Little Antietam Creek lies -wholly on the Mont Alto forest 
and practically every acre is forest clad^ The results of 
the analyses of this drainage water are shown in Table 5. 
As an average of a three year period daring 
which daily readings were made, 12.5 inches of nza off was 
recorded (59)• To this 2,831,400 pounds per acre per year 
must "be added 166,711 pounds per acre per ye^ pumped by 
the Health Department (45) for their State sanitarium. 
gives a grand total of about three million pounds of 
rcm-off water per acre per year* At this rate about .075 
pounds of nitrate nitrogen per acre per year would be 
carried away (taking .000022 parts per 1000 as an average 
of the nitrate nitrogen content of the drainage water). 
About 14 pounds of CaO per acre per year would be carried 
away (taking ,004124 parts per 1000 as an average) • The 
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lEABLE 5 
ASALYSxB OF FATHR OF TEE YIEST 
HIOGH OF LEDTIS AJITIE2AM CEEES 
: CaO pajfts :5ixtirat© S. 
Date : per 1000 ;parts per ;Ainmonia 
:1000 :Hitrop;ert 
Apidl 15 •00168 .0000700 
April 22 .00168 .0000500 
May 15 .00308 .0000166 -X-
June 15 .00308 none 
Jnne 2Z .00928 none VJ* 
Jaly 25 .00924 trace none 
Atzg« 25 .00924 .0000400 
Hot. 20 .00240 .0000200 
Dec# 28 .00210 .0000250 
Jnly 25 . . 
HSg 5 pei* 
1000 Dry peat 
in Gove of I? 
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peat of Cove 17 showed on Jtily 25, ,7 pottnds of ammonia 
nitrogen per acre. Ho anmonia was fomd in the d3?ainage 
water. 
Plant good In Rock Oak Leaves and Wood 
JSL the original plan Tor the study of the chem­
ical content ox leaves the ssiuples were talcen f rotu the 
ground at the same time that the soil horizon samples were 
taken. It was fotmd that the chemical content varied so 
inach at later sampling dates that it vrotild he more desir­
able to adopt another method of sasi^jiing. 
About ninety percent of the forest stand is rock 
and scarlet oak. Since rock oak is the most important 
species it was decided to base l^af analyses on this tree. 
"While the oaks vary sc»aeT52iat in chemical makettp, for purposes 
of general conclusions the rock oak is approximately re­
presentative. 
An average tree was found on each of three sample 
plots (ridge, slope and cove) as follows: 
All trees on each plot were measured for diameter 
at breast hei^t. The diameters were squared and added 
and divided by the number of trees, and the square root 
taken. Siis root was called the mean average diameter. 
A t3?ee of this diameter was found, felled, and plucked of 
all its leaves. The wei^ts of the leaves from each of 
the three average sample trees were taken. 3?he diameter 
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soadi nomber of aimtm.! rings per radial in<^ were determined 
every ten feet on tlie trunks as follows: 
RUXSS PL05? 
Selfziht 
: 6" : 4.5* ; 14.5^ : 24.5* ; 34.5* 
Ho. rings per inch 
Diameter in inches 
24 20 17 
6.9 5.5 4.5 
14 1/2 pounds leaves 
14 
3.55 
10 
1.5 
SLOPE PLOT 
: Seii^t 
: &' ; 4.5» : 14.o^ : 24.0' : 51* 
Ho. rings per in^ 
Diameter in inches 
18 
9 4.4 3.4 
16 3/4 pounds leaves 
2.2 1. 
COTE PLOT 
s Seight 
: O" ; 
: ; 4. 5®^ : s24.5*t r44 
:o4« 
.5': 
o»: 
r64.5' 
Eo, rings 
per incli 15 15 14 14 14 14 14 15 
Dianteter 
in inches 14 10.8 9.4 8»6 8.5 7.3 4.3 1.7 
53.37 pouTBis leaves 
®ie Ridge plot had 472 trees per acre. 
The Slope plot had 503 trees per acre. 
©le Cove plot had 236 trees per acre. 
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An analysis of the leaves of each plot showed 
44 percent dry -wei^t for the ridge plot, 43 percent 
for the slope plot and 44 percent for the cove plot. 
Using these percentages and cniltiplying by the wei^t 
of leaves from the sample tree in each case and "by 
the nicnber of trees per acre, 3,000, 3600, aM 5500 
pounds of dry leaves are fotmd per acre respectively for 
the ridge, slope and cove plots. 
An analysis for total nitrogen content shovsrs 
taie following percentage and aaotints: 
% S Lbs, per Acre 
57.0 Eidge plot 
Slope plot 
Cove plofc 
1.900 
2.050 112.7 
6S.5 
For the same ssaples, the amonnts of pliosphonis 
were; 
Ridge plot 
Slope plot 
Cove plot 
5.15 lbs. per ac2?e 
4*49 lbs. per acre 
5.78 lbs. per acre 
Calcima Content of Leaves 
Sid.ge plot 
Slope plot 
Cove plot 
20.2 lbs. per acre 
2S.65 lbs. per acre 
It maj be seen fr^om the above analyses and 
calculations tiiat about five pounds of pihospJiopus per 
acre per year is added to tbe soil and about 22 pounds of 
cslciim. Iben it is considered that 10 pounds of calcium 
per acre per year is carried away in d3?ainage water from 
this area, and soae must no doiifot be released from oxidiz­
ing organic isiatter, it can be seen that the balance of 
calcitna is precarioos and only slowly acctasolated frcm 
lower depths. 
It is rather interesting to observe the percent--
r ages of a^ in the leaves frcsa ridge, slope, and cove 
t I 
f typess 
f 
[ Hidge S g* leaves »iv2 grams = 5•7SJ^ 
I Slops ^ ^140 " = 4.66^ 
Gove » .115 " = 3.83^ 
[ After making a correction for 8.53 percent 
! 
moisture and placing the ash on the water free basis the 
- .«• J  
percentages and pounds of ash per acre were as follows: 
:Los. leaves: ^ : % jKo. trees: Pounds ash 
;per tree :Dry wt.; Ash :per acre : per acre 
Ridge 14.50 »44 6.38 472 188 
Slope 16.75 .43 5.08 503 184 
Cove 53.37 .44 4.17 236 233 
Ihen the amounts of nitrogen, phosphorus, and 
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caiciTua taken fpom tho soli and frcm the wood, are con­
sidered, the ciiblc feet of wood may be calculated as 
folloiRt; 
13ie total area of the tree bases sraltiplied by 
the form factor aiKi then by hei^t gives total cubic feet 
of wood on the area. 
Porsn factor = stna of voltimes of 10 foot sections 
divided by voltnne of cylinder of tree hei^t and diameter 
at 4 1/2 feet. 
Prcm Schneider's formula was calculated the 
current asrcsial increment 
p - '^ Q» or 450, or 500 
m 
•where P = current annual, Increment in percent of 
total volune. 
H = number of rlr^s in last radial incih 
d = diameter 4 1/2 feet from ground. 
400 = faetog? for mature trees. 
450 = factor for nedium age trees. 
500 =r factor tor young fast growing trees. 
Applying the above fonaalas, tiie total cubic 
feet of wood is, for the ridge plot, 1628 cviblc feet, for 
the slope plot 1295 cubic feet,, and for the cove plot 
5905 cubic feet, Bie current annual increment is 59.7 
eubic feet, 73.4 cubic feet and 1SS.7 cubic feet respect­
ively for the same plots. This grotrfch projected into 
terms of dry wei^t gives 2686, 3305 and 7366 pounds 
respectively for the ridge, slope and cove plots. 
mrnt 
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ffiie ash. content of the oak TPood on the Moat 
Alto forest was found to be .48 percent, and the leaves 
4#74 percent* On this basis the ash per acre removed 
by wood is J 
Ridge -— 12«89 pounds 
Slope -— 15«35 pounds 
Cove S5*55 potmds 
to the basis of the analyses of ash in oak re­
ported by Schorger (66) and the analysis of osik wood 
there would be renoved in the above anounts of wood: 
Ca ? 
Eidge 1.95 • 37 8.0 
Slope 2*36 .46 9.9 
Cove o *38 1.01 23*2 
rilhen the amount of plant food removed in wood 
and returned in leaves is considered it mi^t be very easy 
to reach an erroneoits conclusion* On the face of the 
figures it seems as thou^ there were an overwhelming 
balance in favor of the plant food returned* But it is 
a ccantaonly accepted fact in forestry that after the crown 
canopy becomes closed the leaf surface and volume of 
bz^antib. wood is about at an equilibritsa. So yearly the 
tree mast take fraa the soil to build new leaves as much 
as it received the previous year in the leaf fall* It 
takes a few years to disintegrate a leaf, but eventually 





teei£<a 
i 
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an eijQili'briajn smst be approa<^2fid -siiere, for instance, 
in the COTS of the rock oak escperinents, 112• 7 potmds of 
nit2?ogen are added and removed each year in the leaf fall 
and production of new leaves, ©lis statement is made 
advisedly for i3iis forest becattse at no place on the ridges 
or slopes is there sore than one inch of peaty acctaa'ola-' 
tion* In the northern latitudes where growth is -Brholly 
coniferous such Trould not he the case* Eaere would be 
a constant accunnilation of litter even to the point where 
soil snicrobiological activities would be very urach re­
duced or aljaost cease* 
From i^ience does the 25*2 pounds of nitrogen 
per year cosae to build wood? 
According to Wilson (79) 12.51 pounds of nitro­
gen are added to each acre per year in rainfall« Shutt 
and Dorrance (68) found 6.58 pounds added per acre per 
year. It might safely be assumed that 5 pounds per acre 
per year is stipplied on the Mont Alto forest, but even the 
aarf-igasi of 12.51 pounds would not allow a balance. When 
the accumulation of nitrogen in the B horizon of the soil 
type on which the rock oak of the experimental plot grew 
io ocnsidorod it "ill be seen that there are 1Q6Q pounds 
of nitrogen in the B horizon and 1960 pounds in the D 
horizon. Bie analyses of drainage water from this area 
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shcnrs a loss of only ,075 poxmds of nitj^ogen per acre 
per year. It seems logical that there must be seme 
nitrogen fixation even in this acid silicioas soil where 
at no time dttring the growing season was there foiand 
over •three pounds of nitrate nitrogen per acre. The 
fixation may "be anall but the balance is iiodoabtedly in 
faTor of nitrogen accumulation. 
•®hen an attempt is made to discuss nitrogen as 
a limiting factor, and to dismiss it, there are several 
factors in the way. For instance, much of the nitrogen 
in the soil Eiust be relatively unavailable or more of it 
would be found in the form of nitrates either in the soil 
during the growing season or in the drainage water, xhen, 
too, what little nitrate nitrogen was found in the 
drainage water fell off in percentage very appreciably 
during the summer months. Shis coupled with the increase 
of calcium in the drainage water dtiring the growing season 
seemed to indicate an increased orbanic activity, more 
decomposition, with more COg for dissolving calcium and 
a greater absorption of nitrates by plants and microorgan­
isms. It mi^t easily be possible and facts seem to in­
dicate that the nitrate content of the soil approached a 
limiting amount during the months of greatest growth. 
In the case of phosphorus the amounts added 
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and i^emoved each year in leaf growth and decay were, 
strange to say, the same on ridge, slope, and cove* This 
was likewise true of calcitm. 
An Interesting extension of this experiment was 
that involving leaf area. As an average weigjht of 50 
leaves secured Ijy making five counts of 50 each on e£<di 
site, the leaves weired as follows: 
Ridge .SID grams per leaf 
Slope 1.210 grams per leaf 
Cove 1,770 grams per leaf 
®ie leaves on the ridges were small, thin, and 
light green in color, !i3iose on the slopes were the same 
color and texture as those on the ridges but larger. She 
leaves in the coves were dai^ green in color, thick, and 
inclined to be hard and glossy. Ten average leaves were 
found from each site and measured with a planimeter for 
area. She average areas are given below: 
Area of Leaves 
Eidge —— 8,22 sq, in. 
Slope 15,31 sq, in. 
Cove 11,81 sq, in. 
Total Area of I^eaves ov. Average 
!I?ree 
Ridge 458,3 sq, ft. 
Slope 494,0 sq. ft. 
Cove 1122.0 sq. ft. 
•52 
These areas are calculated frcsn one side ot 
the leaf. On the acre basis the total area (one side) 
of leaf surfaee wast 
Ko» Trees Sq» ft, per tree 
Ridge 472 458 = 216,000 sq. ft. 
Sl£^ 503 494 = 248,000 sq. ft^ 
Cove 236 1122 = 256,000 sq. ft. 
Hie total leaf area isras not greatly different on 
ridge, slope, and cove, "but v&ien the •rarood grov^th per square 
root leaf stii^ace is noted, there is a wide disparity. 
Ratio of ctibic feet of wood to square feet leaf 
stcrface: 
59.7 
Ridge 51^ 6^6 ~ .000276 cu. ft. wood per sq. ft. 
' leaf surface. 
73.4 
Slope g'4'S 66^  ~ .000296 cu. ft. wood per sq. ft. 
' leaf surface. 
Cove S5g 000 ~ .00638 cu. ft. wood per sq. ft. 
'' leaf stirface. 
Efficiency of leaves; 
Slo-oe Gove 
276 296 638 
On the gram centimeter basis: 
Eidge — .00643 grssts -srood per sq. ea. leaf surface 
Slope — .00697 grams wood per sq. cm. leaf surface 
Cove .01500 grams wood per sq. em. leaf surface 
If for the sake of approximate comparison we 
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I consider tiie wood as piire cellulose and project it into 
I terms of COg absorbed ( 5 CGg to or 5f22,4 liters) 
to 150 grains) tlie following efficiency of absorption by 
leaves on tbe different sites is as follows: 
Eidge — 4,74 cc COg per sq, cm. leaf. 
Slope — 5.2C cc COg per sq, cm. leaf. 
Core — 11.20 cc COg per sq. cm. leaf. 
An examination of Table 6 shonrs that the average 
total nitrogen in potjnds per acre on all ridge samples, 
all slope samples, and all cove saaples for the B horizon 
t 
is as follows: 
Average lbs, per acre Ridge — 389 lbs. 
Average lbs. IT. per acre H. Slope — 618 lbs. 
Average lbs. per acre Govs — 1222 lbs. 
Average lbs. N. per acre S« Slope — 581 lbs. 
On "Kie whole, tOie total nitrogen in -Uie D or true 
soil lK>riz<Hi varies but little* An average of the pounds 
of nitrogen per 2,000,000 pounds on all sites gives 2188 
pounds* 2he total nitrogen for the average ridge, slope, 
and cove B and D are as follows: 
Eidge 389 ^  2188 = 2577 lbs. 5. Total for surface 7" 
K. Slope 618 + 2188 = 2806 lbs. N. Total for surface 7" 
S. Slopo Sol ^  2138 — 2769 lbs. Total for surface 
Cove 1222 + 2188 = 3410 lbs. If. Total for surface 7" 
TiQien the pounds of total nitrogen per acre are 
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averaged "by soil types on the "basis of grasis of per 
kilogpam of dry soil^ the interesting fact is "brois^t out 
that there is practically no difference. She averages for 
the soil types are: 
Little Mt» sand — I — 11,^ grams per kilo 
dry soil 
Shyolite loaai — II — 12.4Q grans per kilo 
dry soil 
"vfevertan sandy loam — III — 12.40 graais H. per kilo 
dry soil 
Mont Alto sandy loam — 17 — 12.02 graas H. per kilo 
dry soil 
®ais analysis shows that the percentage of nitro­
gen cai all the soil types, regardless of site, is the sssse. 
A similar relationship is "broti^t out when the 
average g37ams of Mtrogen per kilo of dry soil is taken on 
all ridge, all slope, and all cove saiiiples regardless of 
soil types* 99ie averages are as follows: 
All Eidge B — 12^78 grams per kilo dry soil 
All. 3. Slope B — 12.02 grams per kilo dry soil 
All S. Slope B — 11.67 grams per kilo dry soil 
All Cove B — 12.95 grams per kilo dry soil 
53iis evidence strengthens the fact just bro'ogjit 
out for soil types namely that the total nitrogen percent­
age is the same for all sites on all soil types at the 
three locations. As far as nitrogen is a limiting factor 
of growtJi, the only difference in soil tsrpes would be the 
variation in thickness of the peaty layer. 
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Fertllizep Tests 
In view of the very low amounts of plant food In 
"ttie soils of the Mont Alto forest it was hoped that some 
fertilizer treatiaent would show increased growth in seedlings. 
She Mont Alto nursery, about seven acres in extent, lying 
at the "base of Mont Alto Moimtain and being on the Mont Alto 
sandy loaa, offered a very good opportunity for a series of 
fertilizer tests. 
This nursery site cleared from the natural growth 
lies on a stony soil, for the most part a sandy loam. At 
the time of the application of these fertilizers there never 
had been any but aniaal fertilizer added to the soil. Only 
taie manure frora five or six horses at most, and that manure 
piled outside subject to weathering, was applied to the soil. 
Practically no soil aiaendaent was used except a large amount 
of charcoal in the early days of the nursery. !aie analyses 
of iiLis soil type shosr 2188 pounds of total nitrogen for the 
surface 6 2/3 inches without the B horizon of peat. The 
peaty layer for this type i^ows 480 poor^s of nitrogen addi­
tional. Considering that this amount offsets that in all 
the manure added, the total nitrogen of the typical soil 
would be around 2600 pounds per acre for the surface 6 2/S 
inches. The total phosphorus is S09 poimds per acre for 
the mineral 6 2/3 surface inches and 10.5 pounds for the 
peaty layer. This is a total of 319.5 pounds of phosphorus 
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per acre. 
Eigjit sections of 22 beds each were selected. 
The first five A to S inclusive "srere planted to wlilte pinej 
the sixths P, to Scotch pine, and the seventh and ei^"Si, 
Cx and E, to Sorway spruce. Table 7 shows the results* 
2he beds were four by teeenty-five feet 100 
square feet in sisie. The treatments as given in Sable 7 
were applied on this basis. 
At the end of the third year, fifty measurements 
•were taken on each bed for seedling hei^t. Each fignre 
given in 12ie table is liie average of fifty sseasuresents in 
centin®t€Ers. 
Alttoou^ as large aaounts as 2000 pounds of bone 
seal per acre, 2000 pounds of dried sheep manure, 500 pounds 
of tankage and 200 pounds of Sainit were applied no increase 
in height gro-sjth, color, or sturdiness could be observed. 
Sor from the 8000 or more measuroaents could it be concluded 
that Biineral fertilizers had the slightest effect. It was 
observed that mycorrhiza were abundant on the roots of -aie 
thriftiest trees and almost absent on ttie stunted ones. 
m the early days of the nursery it was fotind that 
a heavy application of charcoal saved the nursery fro«2 
failure, wiether this was due to the increased aeration 
of the soil, a change in microscopic flora, or a protection 
yABLB 7 
NURSERY PERl'ILIZER TEST^ 
SocTioiiiB 
Bed 
No. 
A 
wh, pine 
: B 
• 
• 
: vfh. pine 
! 
• 
• 
: wh 
T : 
• 
• 
. pine: vih 
IT'-" 
. plno 
s 
« 
I r  
t V/h, 
T"" 
pine 
: Scotch 
: Pine 
'V a 
t Norway 
t Spruoe 
X n 
t Norway 
t Spruoe 
1 19.1 26.1 20.9 tm 21.1 pam 21.7 mw out im 43.7 mw out 
S 21.6 29.2 qm 29.9 am 20.5 qtm 21.5 mu II mu 43.3 mu tl 3 24.8 28.7 rm 25.1 m 20.1 rtra 22.1 m 22.6 m 41.8 m II 4 23.0 29.1 m 25.8 am 27.6 m 23.3 ok 21.7 ok 37.8 ok It 5 25.4 26.7 pm 23.6 trm 21.8 pum 22.1 u 21.6 u 37.3 u , tl 6 23.8 26.6 qm 28.6 m 22.6 qvm 20.8 w 81.3 w 41.8 w 40.7 7 26.6 27.3 rm 23.1 sm 23.8 nnn 20. 8  r 21.0 r 38.9 r 37.2 8 23.5 28.3 pm 23.6 tra 26.7 m 20.4 m 20.5 m 43.3 m 42.8 
9 22.9 29.7 qra 23.9 m 24.3 I»n 20.1 mr 20.3 mr 38.7 mr 41.4 
10 23.9 27.6 ok 30.5 ok 24.5 ok 21.4 mur 18.2 mxir 38.7 mur 48.6 11 25.0 28.8 n 32.5 n 23.6 n 28.9 mwr 17.3 mwr 38.4 mwr 38.7 12 23.8 28.9 qm 32.4 m 26.0 m 27.1 ck 19.3 ck ok out 13 26.9 27.4 rn 33.4 an 26.7 pm 28.2 vfr 18.8 wr 32.8 wr 32.0 14 28.1 30.6 o 26.3 o 26.3 0 23.4 ur 18.8 ur 31.2 ur 30.0 16 25.4 28.1 pm 27.8 m 20.0 rm 21.8 mr 19.0 mr 35.1 mr 35.6 16 26.9 28.3 qn 25.2 an 20.9 n out m 18.0 m 31.9 m 34.5 17 25.8 26.6 ro 24.8 to 21.0 po If ok 17.4 ok 29.7 ok 29.7 18 26.5 27.6 m 26.6 m 21.9 qm 18.0 mur 18.4 mur 28.4 mur 28.8 19 24.7 26.5 tck 24.4 rok 19.5 mwr 17.7 mwr mwr 31.4 20, 21.3 25.7 sm 21.6 m 20.7 mu 18 .4 mu mu 29.4 
21 24.7 23.1 n 22.0 pn 22.x mw 18.2 mw mw 30.5 22 22.7 25.3 to 23.4 qc out mr 14.1 mr mr 29.0 
ok 13.7 ok 28.7 
AV. 24.3 27.5 26.6 24.8 22.2 19.8 37*2 34.1 
m •i 2000 lbs i Bone meal por acre. a - 50 ll^s. Tanlcage per aore* 
n 1000 II II II tl It t 100 It It II It 
o - 500 It It II It It u -•2000 It Dried ehoop manure por aore. 
p - 50 It Kainlt tl It V -1000 It 11 It tl II tl 
q «*• 100 It II It It w - 500 »i Tankage per acre. 
r 200 It 11 tl It 
Soctlons A and B - No treatmen'h. 

4 23.0 29.1 ra 25.8 am 27.6 m 23,3 ck 21 i7 ok 37,8 ok II 
5 25.4 26.7 pn 23.6 trm 21.8 pum 22,1 u 21,6 u 37,3 u . II 
6 23,8 26.6 qm 28.3 m 22.6 qvm 20,8 w 21,3 w 41,8 w 40,7 
7 26.6 27.3 pm 23.1 sm 23.8 rv» 20.2 r 21,0 r 38,9 r 37,2 
8 23.5 28.3 pm 23.6 tm 25.7 m 20.4 m 20,5 m 43,3 XQ 42.8 
9 22.9 29.7 qm 23.9 m 24.3 pan 20.1 mr 20,3 mr 38.7 wr 41.4 
10 23.9 27.5 ok 30.5 ok 24.5 ok 21.4 mur 18,2 mur 38,7 mur 48,6 
11 25.0 28.8 n 32.5 n 23.6 n 28.9 mwr 17,3 mwr 38.4 mwr 38.7 
12 23.8 28.9 qm 32.4 m 26.6 m 27.1 ck 19,3 ck ck out 
13 25.9 27.4 rn 33.4 an 26.7 pm 28.2 wr 18,8 v/r 32,8 w 32.0 
14 28.1 30.6 o 26.3 o 26.3 o 23.4 ur 18,8 ur 31,2 \xr 30.0 
15 25.4 28.1 pm 27.8 m 20.6 rm 21.8 mr 19,0 mr 35,1 mr 35,6 
16 26.9 28.3 qn 25.2 an 20.9 n out m 18,0 in 31,9 HI 34.5 
17 25.8 26.6 ro 24.8 to 21,6 po It ck 17,4 ok 29,7 ok 29.7 
18 26.5 27.6 m 26.6 m 21.9 qm 18.0 mur 18,4 mur 28.4 mur 28.8 
19 24.7 26.5 tck 24.4 rol? 19,5 mv/r 17,7 mwr ujwr 31.4 
20, 21.3 25.7 sm 21,6 m 20,7 mu 18,4 mu nm 29*4 
21 24.7 23.1 n 22.0 pn 22.1 mw 18,2 mw nvu 30.5 
22 22.7 25.3 to 23.4 qc out mr 14.1 mr mr 29,0 
ok 13*7 ok 28.7 
AV. 24*3 27*5 26*5 24*8 22*2 19,8 37*2 34,1 
m - 2000 lbs* Bone meal per acre* B - 50 lbs * Tankago por acre* 
n - 1000 " II (» " « t - 100 It 11 II If 
0 - 500 " « ti ti t U -2000 H Dried ehoop manure per acre 
P 50 " Kalnlt 11 1 V -1000 II It It ti II 11 
q - 100 " It ti t w - 500 If Tanlcttgo per acre. 
r - 200 " ti II 1 
Sections A and B - No treatment. 
Treatments as IncUcated the first year. 
Second year, no treatment. 
Third year. Bone Moal on all bods by mistake of workmen. 
Each figure represents average of 50 heights, measured in 
centimeters. 
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frcm "damping off" fungi is not definitely Inaown. At any 
rate it is quite evident tliat mineral fertilizers are of 
little or no "benefit to coniferous seedlings on tMs soil. 
It is not difficult to see •ssiiy this is so. 
Conifers are slow feeders, Their content is low and 
they require for the production of a pound of dry satter 
scarcely siore than 1/5 to^ l/lO the aaount of water as do 
the deciduous species. Conifers will grow on a dry sandy 
site -sshich is totally unfitted for supporting deciduous 
trees. !Ehey need very little laineral food. Trees in 
general take only a sisall fraction of the amounts of plant 
foods from the soil that agricultural plants take. 
5?ahle 8 shows the potinds of phosphorus per acre. 
"Sthen "srs reduce the pounds of phosphorus to grams 
per kilo of dry soil and take an average of each soil type 
it is seen that there is sane -variation between soil types. 
The grams a£ j^osphorus per kilo of dry soil "by types are 
as follows: 
Little Mt. sand — j . ,755 grams per kilo dry 
soil 
Bhyolite loam — II — .846 grans per kilo dry 
soil 
leverton sandy loam — IH — .912 gra^s per kilo dry 
soil 
Mont Alto sandy loam — 17 — .681 grams per kilo dry 
soil 
Sumbers I and IV are the most silicious soils so 
^ABLH 8 
TOTAL PHOSPHORUS 
Soil No. 
• 
• 
m 
• 
titoa. P. 1 
per Aore i 
»  
! Soil No. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Lbs. P. 
per Acre 
1 RB 22.6 17 SNB 29.0 
1 SNB 38.0 18 RB 23.4 
2 RB 23.0 18 SNB 52.8 
2 SNB to
 
CO
 
.
 
cd 19 RB 22.8 
3.RB 24.3 19 SNB 46.0 
3 SNB 35.2 20 RB 29.6 
4 RB 18.8 20 SNB 32.7 
4 SNB 25.4 21 RB 17.3 
5 RB 14.2 21 SNB 24.8 
5 SNB 35.0 22 OB 70.0 
6 RB 21.8 22 00 13.0 
6 SNB 32.8 22 OD 296.0 
7 RB 17.8 23 OB 54.7 
7 SNB 32.6 23 00 16,2 
8 OB 38.0 23 OD 377.0 
8 00 24.3 24 OB 31.0 
8 OD 177.0 24 00 39,6 
9 RB 21.8 24 OD 377.0 
9 SNB 18.2 I RPC 26.0 

6 RD 21.8 22 00 13.0 
6 SNB 32.8 22 OD 296.0 
7 RB 17.8 23 OB 54.7 
7 SNB 32.6 23 00 16.2 
a OB 38.0 23 OD 377.0 
8 00 24,3 24 OB 31.0 
8 OD 177.0 24 00 39.6 
9 RB 21.8 24 OD 377.0 
0 SNB 18.2 I RPO 26.0 
10 RB 26.8 I RPD 1078.0 
10 SNB 19.7 I SNPC 18.5 
11 RB 22.8 I SNPD 1102.0 
11 SNB 25.2 II RPO 16.7 
18 RB 53.5 II RPD 560.0 
12 SNB 56.6 II SNPC 15.5 
13 RB 28.2 II SNPD 350.0 
13 SNB 53.5 III RPO 10.0 
14 RB 35.0 III RPD 1001.0 
14 SNB 68.5 III SNPO 13.5 
to 
RB 43.0 III SNPD 458.0 
15 SNB 45.3 IV RPO 4,8 
16 RB 44.0 IV RPD 823.0 
16 SNB 78.0 IV SNPO 16.2 
17 RB 27.0 IV SNPD 445.0 
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the aaaller percentages ot jdiosph-orus were to be expected. 
•Bie average graas of pliospliorus per kilo of dry 
soil for all ridge, all slope, and all cove samples, re­
gardless of type, are as folloir/s: 
All Eidge — .SSI g. per kilo dry soil 
All slope — *79o g« per kilo dry soil 
All Cove — .610 s* kilo dry soil 
By consulting 3?able 9, which gives the pounds 
of CaO per million pounds of soil, it may be seen that 
this same relationship is carried out, Kasiely, the percent­
age of calcitffit oxide is greatest on ridges, less on slopes, 
and least in coves. It was expected that the opposite 
would have been true, but the results showed otherwise, 
2hs acidi^, toe, is greater- in coves than on ridges and 
slopes• ©lis, no doubt, is due to organic acids -sshicli, 
because of a higher ratio of 02?ganic statter to c^oitsi in 
the leaves in the coves, are held less in check by neutral­
ization. 
It is very doubtful, considering acidity and 
lesser percentages of calciuai in the coves "sihere groT^^h. is 
greater that calcium is a factor to account for the cruch 
greater volujae of -Erood produced. Kor does it seem reason­
able that phosphorus is wie cause of the greater grov iai in 
the coves. To understand the problea thorou^ily, it amst 
be realized that the peaty horizon is merely an indicator 
-62-
TiBLE 9 
CALCIDM lU B HORIZOlif 
Soil Ho. cc 1/10 : CaO : Parts CaO per 
EMn04 : S' : million 
lEPB 52 ,5 .0978 9780 
ISPB 26.0 .0728 7280 
IIRPB 22.5 .0630 6300 
IISPB 14.8 .0414 4140 
IIOI^ 24.1 .0676 6760 
rriRPB 24.3 .0680 6800 
IIISPB 14.5 .0406 4060 
mopB 15.2 .0425 4250 
I?R?B 22.0 .0616 6160 
IVSPS 9.8 .0302 3020 
I?OPB 5.4 .0295 2950 
50 grams air-dry B iiorizon shaken 
20 minu'tes witli normal HCl (500 cc) . 
100 cc aliquot taken. Silica, Iron, 
and Alizmirami removed, Calcitaa pre­
cipitated as 03:alate and titrated 
with. S:Mn.04« 
Samples are ccmposites representing 
t2ie Tsrliole forest» 
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of -Biiat the mineral soil can produce• In tSie besizming 
there was no peaty layer • All plant food for grorch mtist 
have come frc© the mineral soil. !i3ie increased accrmrola-
tion of organic siatter is merely a resnlt and not a caiise. 
As a resiilt of tezture studies it is seen that 
there is very little difference be tureen the soil on the 
ridges, slopes, and coTes, Plant food "varies some but the 
total nitrogen is fairly constant in percentage and phos-
lihorus is greater on the ridges n^ere grovrbh is least. 
ISherein tlaen, lies the stipreiaacy of the coves? 
A surprising relationship is brou^t out by 
coiaparing total phosphorus in the composite 3 samples and 
in the cove I> samples. Sie pounds per acre are; 
Sidge ID Slope D Cove S 
Little 22t* sa22d T A - 1073 lino 377 
Shyolite loss — TT - 560 350 177 
vJ'everton sandy loam — Ill - 1001 45S 296 
Mont Alto sandy loam — 17 - 823 445 377 
It 2iay readily be sssn that thei's is more phos­
phorus in the mineral soil isasdiately below the peaty 
horizon on the ridges and slopes than in the coves. 
Table 10 shows the acidity of the various soil 
types for ridge^ slope, covs, 3 and D horisoirs. Con­
trary to expectations and contrary to what is generally 
believed regarding soil acidity on higher and 1 oarer loca-
TABLE 10 
TABLE OF ACIDITIES IN B AND D HORIZONS IN pH 
i 
Soil No» ; Acidity in pR ^ tAV» pH 
iIRB 4.Si 4.8 4.2 4*4 4.6 4.40 
iIRD 6.8 6,0 6.8 6.0 6.0 5.92 
ISB 4.6 4 «4 4.6 4.6 4.2 5.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.2 4,60 
ISD 6.0 5.6 6»8 5.8 5.6 6.0 6.0 0.0 5.8 5.8 5.86 
IIRB 6.6 4.2 4.6 4.6 4.4 4.2 4.6 5.8 6,2 4.8 4.80 
IIRP 6.0 6.4 6.2 5.4 5,8 5.4 5.6 0 *4 6,2 5.6 5,80 
I ISB 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.2 4.4 4.0 4.0 4.40 
USD 6.0 5.8 6.8 5.6 5.6 6.2 6.4 6.4 6.0 6.2 6*00 
HOB 4.4 4.2 4.4 4.4 4.2 4.30 
HOD 6.6 6.4 6.2 6.6 6,4 6,44 
IIIRB 4.0 4.4 4.8 4.4 4.2 4,24 
IIIRD 6.0 6.4 6.0 6.0 6.4 6.16 
IIISB 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.0 4.4 4.20 
II ISD 6.4 6.0 6.8 5.8 6.0 6.00 
IVKB 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.8 5.4 4.2 3.8 3.8 3.0 4.0 4,36 
IVRD 5.6 5.6 5,6 6.8 6.2 6*2 6.2 6.2 6.4 6.4 6.02 
IVSB 4.4 4.4 4.2 4.2 4.4 4.2 4,2 4.2 3.8 4.2 4.22 
IVSD 6.0 6.2 6.6 5.6 6.6 5.6 6.6 5.6 5.6 5.8 5.72 
IV OB 0.8 4.0 4.4 4.2 4.2 3.8 4.06 
IVOD 6,0 6.6 6.8 5.8 4.8 4.8 4.0 3.8 4.8 4.44 
Grand Averages for RB a 4.46 
SB j= 4 • 36 
OB 4,18 
RD s 6,97 
SD K 8.89 
OD « 6.44 
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tions, these forest soils showed a greater acidity express­
ed as pH in taae coves than on the ridges. It would have 
"been reasonable to anticipate that the leaching effect 
of percolating waters weald have more completely removed 
the bases froa tihe ridge soils than frcai the cove soils, 
"VlSien we consider, however, that these SoaliL Mountain ridges 
are not only very old geologically but ccmposed of silic-
ious rocks, we realize that long since in the geological 
past, we passed the stage of leaching of soluble bases# 
These soils have reached the final stage • m fact whereas 
on agricTiltural land 500 pouiids of calcium carbonate per 
acre per year is leached, as an average, on this area 
the analyses show a roaoval. of only 14 pounds-per acre per 
year, of calcim* So insoluble is the silicious material 
composing these ridges that an analysis of spring water 
emerging froai the base of one of thsm. shows only 16 x>arts 
per million of total solids • A minor reason far this 
greater acidity in the coves, it seems, may be the in­
creased oxidation of organic matter in the ridge soils. 
We see by consulting Table 3 that on every soil type the 
peaty layer is from two to three times as thick in the coves 
ss on the ridges, Cfcupled with this is the fact that frcs 
the analyses of rock oak leaves, it is seen that approx­
imately the same amount of calcium is retiirned in the leaves 
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on all sites, Tmmely about 22 poimds per acre per year. 
It is also stiown in Table 9 that the percentage ccmposi-
tion of calcitm oxide in the B horizon is greater in the 
ridge soils than in the cove soils. The tenperatares of 
the ridges are hi^er^ consequently oxidation probably 
proceeds at a somewhat greater rate# 
It Hust be kept in jiiind, however, that the per­
centage composition of calcim oxide is greater in the 
ridge leaves to begin with than in tiie cove leaves. 33ie con­
stant aaount of calcitna oxide has a variable amount of 
organic acids to neutralize - greater, of cotirse in the 
coves where at least three times as many leaves fall per 
given area as on the ridges. This greater ratio of calcium 
oxide to organic sattsr as found cn the ridges tends no 
doubt, to reduce the acidity accompanying the decay of 
organic matter. 
It is noted that the leached layer is eversrarhere 
more apparent on the slopes and coves than on the ridges. 
As the B horizon grows flicker the deptii of the leached 
layer increased. Quite a few theories have been advanced 
regarding the causes of this leached layer. It seem^ at 
least as regards conditions on this forest, that the leached 
~UC2.J CL ATOObLXU V/X UXJXt O WJk V OJLA U CLXLCL 
tion of acids accompanying decomposition. The greater the 
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amcfunt of decaying vegetation and the smaller the aaoont 
of calcltCB present to neutralize these acids, the more 
iron they reduce and dissolve. In this ccaanection the work 
of Starlcey and Ealvorson (71) is interesting. Along with 
this reducing and dissolving action goes oxidation, Qa^gen, 
diffusing downward, oxidizes these acidic ccsnpounds and 
the depth to which they penetrate as reducing and dissolv­
ing substances depends upon the rate of their oxidation, 
Sie leached layer is, then, TsSiat mi^t be called a transi­
tion zone - a phencaaenon indicating the result of oxidiz­
ing and reducing processes. There has been scae conjecture 
aaong foresters as to -Bfliy this leached zone and podsolized 
horizon is more noticeable under conlferotis stands than 
under hardwood. It seens i^easonable that this should be 
so because the hardwood leaves contain more calcium, decay 
sore rapidly, and bancs do not produce i^e reducing solvent 
acids with the abundance tiiat the conifers do, Eesselman's 
(36) experiments d^onstrated conclusively that the grow­
ing of beech, as an understory wi12i spruce, supplied those 
compounds whose neutralizing and buffer action reduced 
the acidity of the peaty horizon, favoring decoarpositlon, 
and also providing taiose conditions iidiidi are necessary 
fthe development of beneficial mycorrhiza on the spruce 
roots. In. this way the failure of pure spruce stands has 
-iSS*" 
"been changed to a success with the mixture of spruce 
and beech. 
It is a rather interesting Tact to note that in 
the B horizons of the Mont Alto soils "srith a pE o£ 4+, 
that there is present in aany instances 6,000 parts of 
caleiiffli oxide per million, soluble in noimal hydrochloric 
acid8 !i2iis calci'js is no dcuht firstly held in organic 
ccHobination - an attempt on tiae partcf Bature, imsuccess-
fully, to hold down the acidity to an optiEnm, This B 
horizon lies like a rug upon the mineral soil and the pH 
increases in a distance of 1/2 centizneter frora less than 
a of 4 to a pH of almost 6» !i5iere seeas to be no 
doubt that this increased acidity in the B horizon is 
due to organic acids* 
II; might be stated at this point that these acid­
ity deterainations v/ere made with the Margan Field Acidity 
Testing set« This is an acidity tester based on color 
chart developed with the coal-tar dyes« V^Oiile its accur­
acy is not so great theoretically as the electrcaietric 
neasurement, when the practical phase and the difficulty 
of securing a true soil solution for the elecxrcmetric 
measurement are coaasidered, the color test probably is 
superior. It is sensitivs to 0.2 pS, a sensitivity far 
below that necessary for drsaring conclusions arid making 
ccmparatiTe deductions in such work as this. 
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©le determinations of nitrate nitrogen were 
made "open the D horizon rather than upon the B horizon. 
It is probable that if nitrification were going on to - any 
eztent it wottld be greater in tiie B horizon where there Is 
an abundance of carbohydrate material# But since the thick­
ness of this horizon was less than an incli over the greater 
part of the area^ it iras decided to deterniine the nitrates 
in the soil immediately benea-Hi the peaty layer* This soil, 
being in most cases almost pure sand obviated certain 
analytical difficulties in changing the soil solution. If 
any ccnsidsrable ssLOunts of nitrates were formed in xSxis 
thin B horizon their presence could no doubt have been 
determined at least in a ccsiparative aeasirre in the soil in 
contact with the peaty layer® too^^ such a 
percentage of the tree roots is found in this peaty layer 
that if 2iitrate nitrogen is a factor of grcv/th it Trould 
have to be fcnind in the D horizon. !I3ie nitrate determina­
tions Ttrere made monthly from $[ay to December,, as shown in 
Table 11 • Extra precautions and care Tsere taken in the 
gathering and analyzing of these samples* One to two cc 
of Toluene were added to the sainple in a i?iason Jar and the 
cover screwed on. nSie samples were taken to the laboratory 
isEaediately- spread ocit^ end dried® At no time during these 
tests -arere the samples kept in a wet condition in the j^rs 
longer than three hours. Pollosxing the drying the -usual 
TABLB 11 
NITRATE NITROPSN IN POUNDS PER 8,000,000 POUNDS. 
Boll NO, : May J June t J-aly J Aug, } sept, } Oct# t Nov, 
I RD 2,0 5.0 trace 2,0 3,0 2,0 
I SND ItO 7,0 If 2,0 3,0 1,0 
I SSD S»0 20,0 1,0 2,0 1,0 3,0 
II RD trace trace 1.0 2,0 2,0 1,0 
II SND 1.0 H 5,0 2,0 1,0 2,0 
II SSD 2,0 tl none 2,0 1.0 1,0 
II OD 2.5 It II 2,0 1,0 2,0 
III RD 1,0 II trace 2,0  2.0 2.0 3,0 
III SND trace I t  II 2 dO 1,0 2,0 2,0 
III SSD trace If none 2aO 3.0 3,0 
IV RD 2.0 11 1.0 2o0 2.0 3,0 
IV SND 1,0 II 2,0 2,0 3,0 
IV SSD trace II 2.0 2o0 2,0 2,0 
IV OD trace II 1,0 2»0 3.0 2,0 1.0 
"t Deo.^ 
trace 
I 
-3 O 
Frozen soil 
\ 
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t 
i procedure of shaking i±t.e soil for 20 minutes, filtering 
i off an aliquot, evaporating, arscl coloring isith jihenol-
I 
[ disTilphonic acid and siJEionia was fdloTsred. 53ie eraporation 
I 
[ TffSLS done in a carefully regulated electric oren in order 
I to aToid carfeonizing the residue. It -Kill be obserred 
P 
I that at no tiiae, nyith the exception of three saraples in June, 
i: 
[ was there any appreciable amount of nitrate nitrogen, 
[ Only a trace, as a rule, was found at any tisie, and even 
I this amount was found draring Decenber when the ground was 
[ frozen. 
f 
I 5^2921 152,6 22220122Z.t# O? 22BC6SS2Z^  ullS 
J 
f production of wood and leaves is calculated it laay be seen 
that the balance is very narrow. 2here is no doubt some 
1 saall amount of nitrate nitrogen being formed, Melin (47) 
t 
I showed under the -conditions of his experiments that 
[ laycorrhiza do not fis nitrogen. If such is the case under 
I our conditions, then the tree srost get its nitrogen frcsa 
rainfall and this extrercely narrow riargin of nitrates. 
In the Sew Ealtisiore cove soil {sample Ko, 8) there is an 
acctrsulation of 625 pounds of nitrogen. On the south slope 
of Rocky Mountain (Ho, 12), 1075 pounds of nitrogen, on 
the north slope of Eocky Mountain (So. 14), 1145 pofunds of 
nitrogen, and in the Hermitage cove T^fo, 22), 1980 pounds 
of nitrogen have formed. In view of these figures it seeias 
that it is questionable whether this amount of nitrogen 
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could iiave been accTnmilated Tsfiieii iiltrate nitrogen is al-
fflost absent, and 25 pounds of nitrogen removed yearly in 
wood per acre per year and at best perhaps not more than 
10 potznds per acre per year added in rainfall • A comparison 
of the amoont of nitrogen added to, aiai renoTed. fpom, the 
soil may be seen la Plate 6, 
Table 12 gives the results of the determinations 
of hygroscopic moisture, a^, and loss on ignition. On 
the B horizon of all soil types, all sites, and all loca­
tions, as an average the hygroscopic moisture on all B 
samples "sas 9 1/2 percent* The average hygroscopic moist-
tire on the D horizon was 2,09 percent. These determina­
tions were made by drying the respective samples in an 
electric oven at a temperature of 105-115° for twenty-four 
hours# As an average of all the samples of the B horizon, 
the loss on ignition was 55,5 percent. For the D horizon 
it was 3.85 percent. The hygroscopic moisture on the B 
horizon seems, at first glance, a little low, but upon 
ezamination of the texture of this peat, it was found to 
be cmly partly disintegrated and rather coarse and woody 
in texture. This coarseness of divisicm., of course, would 
have a tendency to hold down the average percentage of 
hygroscopic moisture. In some individual cases "Sie hygro­
scopic moisture on certain B horizon samples went as hi^ 
as twenty percent. 
TABrJil 12 
HYOROSCOPIC WATER, ASH ATID LOSS ON lONITION 
soil No. 
t 
: araMB HoO 
• 
J Orarna Ash 
i % Hygro. 
: V/atoj? 
t aramo Loss 
; on Ifsnltlon 
S ^ t088 on 
: Ignition 
IRB ,555 2.990 11.10 1,450 29.0 
XSNB .610 2.540 12,20 1,850 37.0 
iSSB .254 8.068 5.08 1,680 33*6 
2RB .376 1.417 7.52 3.210 64.2 
2SNB .493 2.510 9.86 1.993 39.0 
2SSB .370 2.034 7.56 2.590 61*8 
3RB .458 1.478 9.16 3.080 61*5 
3SNB .860 8.140 17.20 2.000 40.0 
3SSB ,637 1,266 10.74 3.210 64.2 
4RB .609 2.070 12,18 2.320 46.4 
4SNB .262 2,910 5.24 1.830 36.6 
4SSB .514 1.247 10.28 3.840 64.8 
5RB 1.066 1,546 21,32 2.390 47*8 
6SNB .539 1.200 10.78 3.260 6542 
6SSB .561 1.184 11.22 3.260 65.2 
6RB •443 1.243 8.86 3,310 66 •8 
6SNB .460 .037 9.20 3.700 74,0 
6SSB .370 1.785 7.56 2.900 58,0 
7RB .842 3.170 16.84 .988 19.8 
7SNB •494 1.287 9.88 3.220 64,4 
7SSB .248 3.040 4,96 1.710 34,2 
80B .412 2.814 8.24 2.370 47.4 
9RB .428 1.092 8.56 3.480 69,6 
9SHB •442 •828 8.84 3,730 74.6 
9SSB .265 2.674 5.30 2.060 41.2 
lORB 1.277 1.478 25.40 2,250 45.0 
lOSNB .480 1.239 9.58 3,280 65.6 
lOSSB .404 1.561 8.08 3.040 60*8 
IIRB .501 .902 10.00 3,600 72.0 
IISNB .390 1.453 7.80 3,160 63.8 
IISSB .490 1.222 9.78 3,290 65.8 
12RB 1.156 1.321 23.10 2,580 50.4 
12SNB •467 .711 9.34 3,820 76.4 
12SSB .455 1.479 9.10 3,070 60.1 
13RB .336 1.609 6.72 3.160 65.2 tMM* 

IIRB •501 .902 
IISNB ,390 1.463 
IISSB ,490 1.822 
12RB 1.166 l.»81 
18SNB .467 .711 
18SSB .455 1.479 
15RB .336 1.509 
13SNB .480 .920 
15SSB .880 3.091 
14RB .436 2.053 
14SNB .610 1.128 
14SSB .354 2.115 
15RB 1.076 ,957 
16SNB ,718 1.768 
15SSB .381 1.698 
16RB .968 .581 
16SKB .472 1.310 
16SSB .381 8.138 
17RB .496 ,931 
17SNB .667 .498 
17SSB .345 1.957 
18RB .610 1.790 
18SNB .859 ,391 
18SSB ,885 8,698 
19RB ,365 1.745 
19SNB ,461 .979 
19SSB .400 1,425 
20RB .160 4,382 
20SNB .179 3.485 
20SSB .460 1.235 
21RB .301 2.385 
81SNB .175 8.865 
81SSB .873 8.784 
S20B - .439 1.266 
230B .577 .916 
IRPC .180 4.474 
IRPD .065 4.790 
ISPCN .162 4.577 
ISPDH .068 4.845 
IIRPC .230 4.139 
IIRPD .181 4.570 
IISPON .836 4.309 
IISPDN .181 4,676 
IIIRPO .160 4.578 
IIIRPD .165 4.587 
IIISPCN ,130 4.718 
IIISPDN .079 4.769 
IVRPC .113 4.647 
IVRPD .106 4.727 
W 9 WW 
10.00 3.600 
w.o 
72.0 
7.80 3.160 63.2 
9.78 3.290 65.8 
83.10 8.580 50.4 
9.34 S.820 76.4 
9.10 3.070 60.1 
6.78 3.160 63.2 
8.30 3.660 73.8 
5.60 1.630 38.6 
8.78 2.510 50.2 
18.80 3.860 65,8 
7.08 8.530 50.6 
81.58 8.970 59.4 
14.36 8.580 50.4 
7.68 8.980 58.4 
19.36 3.450 69.0 
9.44 3.820 64,4 
7.68 8.480 49.6 
9,98 3.570 71.4 
13.34 3.840 76.8 
6.90 2.700 54.0 
12.20 3.600 78.0 
5.18 4.350 87.0 
5.70 2.020 40.4 
7.20 2.890 57.8 
9.22 3.560 71.8 
8.00 3.280 65.6 
3.80 .458 9.16 
3.94 1.340 86.80 
9.80 3.310 66.80 
6.02 2.370 47.40 
3.50 1.960 39.80 
5.46 1.940 38.80 
8.78 3.260 65.80 
11.54 3.510 70.20 
8.40 .406 . 8.12 
1.30 *145 2.90 
3.84 .261 5.22 
1.36 .087 1.76 
4.60 .464 9.28 
2.48 .305 6.10 
4.78 .455 9.10 
8.48 .203 4.06 
3.80 .268 5.24 
3.10 .308 6.16 
8.60 .058 1.04 
1.58 .168 3.84 
8.86 .840 4.80 
2.18 .167 3.34 

Aoaotj 
14RB 
14SNB 
14SSB 
15RB 
15SIfB 
15SSB 
16RB 
16SNB 
16SSB 
17RB 
17SNB 
17SSB 
18RB 
18SNB 
18SSB 
19RB 
19SNB 
19SSB 
20RB 
20SNB 
20SSB 
21RB 
21 SUB 
21SSB 
22dB 
230B 
IRPC 
IRPD 
IS PON 
ISPDN 
IIRPO 
IIRPD 
IISPGN 
IISPDN 
IIIRPO 
IIIRPD 
IIISPCN 
IIISPDN 
rVRPO 
IVRPD 
IVSPON 
IVSPDN 
o.uvx 
.436 2.053 
•610 1.128 
.354 2.115 
1.076 • 957 
.718 1.762 
.381 1.698 
.968 .681 
.472 1.310 
.381 2.138 
.496 .931 
.667 •492 
• 345 1.957 
.610 1.790 
• 259 .391 
.285 2.698 
.365 1.745 
.461 .979 
.400 1,425 
•160 4.382 
.179 3.485 
.460 1.235 
.301 2.325 
.175 2.865 
.273 2.784 
.439 1.266 
.577 .916 
.120 4.474 
.065 4.790 
.162 4.577 
.068 4.845 
.230 4.139 
.121 4.570 
.236 4.309 
.121 4.676 
.160 4.678 
.165 4.527 
.130 4.718 
.079 4.769 
.113 4.647 
.106 4.727 
.112 4.664 
•094 4.474 
o.vu • o<s*o 
8.72 2.510 50.2 
12.20 3.260 65,2 
7.08 2.530 50,6 
21.52 2.970 59,4 
14 ,36 2.520 50,4 
7.62 2,920 58,4 
19.36 3,450 69,0 
9.44 3,220 64,4 
7.62 2,480 49,6 
9.92 3,570 71,4 
13.34 3,840 76.8 
6.90 2,700 54.0 
12.20 3,600 72,0 
5.18 4.350 87,0 
5.70 2.020 40,4 
7.20 2.890 57.8 
9,22 3.560 71,2 
8,00 3,280 65,6 
3.20 .458 9,16 
3.94 1.340 26,80 
9.20 3.310 66,20 
6.02 2.370 47,40 
3.50 1.960 39,20 
5.46 1,940 38,80 
8.78 3 ,'260 65,20 
11.54 3,510 70,20 
2.40 ,406 8,12 
1.30 ,145 2.90 
3.24 ,261 5.22 
1.36 ,087 1.76 
4.60 ,464 9.26 
2.42 ,305 6,10 
4.72 ,455 9,10 
2.42 ,203 4,06 
3.20 ,262 5,24 
3.10 ,308 6,16 
2.60 ,052 1,04 
1.58 ,162 3,24 
2,26 ,240 4,80 
2.12 ,167 3,34 
2.24 .224 4,48 
1.08 ,162 3,24 
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Table 15 gives the monthly percentages ot 
moisture in siarface and sub-surface for tlie year 1927, 
5hese determinations were not made according to h.orizons, 
but followed the arbitrary divisions of depths as comraon-
ly used in agricultural soils. 
Plate 7 shows the yearly variations in mcmthly 
percentages of moisture, in the surface of the ridge g-nfl 
cove soils there is a very appreciable difference and as 
•??e 4^iall see later, the moisture factor is, no doubt, a 
limiting one. TtSaen Plate 8 Is considered, the same rela­
tionship is found existing for the year 1928* Even thou^ 
the summer of 1928 was an um^ally wet one this wide 
disparity in amounts of moisture in ridge and cove soils 
is quite striking in ttie B horizon. Tris difference does 
not show up quite so markedly in the D horizon during 1928, 
as it did in "tSie previous season when the usual dry season 
occurred during the sismner months. For instance, in the 
following table of percentages of moisture in the D horizons 
as an average of all soil tjrpes on the ridges, north 
slopes, south slopes, and coves, it may be seen that -the 
differences are sligiit. 
« • • • 
« • • « 
: Ridge ; Slope z So Slope ; Cove 
March 21.60 19.06 19.9 26.2 
May 15.60 15.30 16.8 25.3 
June 15.60 17.60 21.2 16.5 
July 14.10 15.90 15.6 26.6 
August 9.4o 13.90 11.2 28.2 
September 10.45 11.65 15.6 18.4 
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TABLE 15 
MONTHLY PSRCEUTAGES OP CAPILLARY SO! 
« « 
;Sarch: Apr. 
• « 
• « 
: Hay : 
• 
• 
June: 
« 
Jtily: am* i Seot. 
• 
: Oct, 
z R Surface 19.0 28.1 17.5 3.6 20.7 12.4 14.; 
I a Subsurface 15.2 17.8 14.2 8.2 7.7 8,1 14.; 
I SS Surface 26.7 17.9 17.8 6.4 5.9 5.5 16.3 23.i 
I SS Subsurface 14.2 10.1 13.6 7.7 6.4 7.3 15.6 14.; 
II SS Subatirface 29.0 22.0 20.8 25.0 13.6 11.1 21.2 19.( 
II SS Surface 41.5 30.0 37.9 17.9 15.7 8.7 25.0 18.; ttt 9 Siirfaes 20.0 8.6 14.7 19.0 22.? 
ill a Subsurface 13.6 15.6 14.7 19.0 17.( 
III SK Surface 27.3 15.2 17.8 14.7 8.1 12.6 15.6 9.f 
III SH Subsurface 18.S 15.1 19.0 14.7 18.2 13.6 16.2 8.^  
17 R Sttrface 15.2 17.7 13.6 20.7 11.7 16.S 
IV p 12.6 12.5 11»1 13,1 13.6 14.^  
IV SS Surface 66.6" 11.1 10.0 18.5 11.1 14.1 13.0 16.: 
IV SS Subsurface 18.9 10.5 17,8 17.3 11.6 11.1 11.7 14.; 
IV 0 Surface 82,5 23 .7 42.7 25.0 15.7 21.3 16.3 23.J 
17 0 Subsurface 30.9 22.2 22.5 16.3 15.7 15.2 5.2 27.< 

TABLE 15 
STELT PSRCEIiTAGES OP CAPILLARY KOISTDRS. 1927 
• 
• Jtme: July: ; Oct. ; 5ov. : Dec. : Jan. m Feb. 
I 17.5 3,6 20.7 12.4 14.3 14.9 21.9 39.8 32.4 
B 14.2 8.2 7.7 8.1 14.3 14.S IS.6 34,2 28.2 
B 6.4 5.9 5.5 16.3 23.2 21,1 21.2 14.9 14.9 
6 7.7 6.4 7.3 15.6 14.3 17.6 14.3 21.9 16.9 
S 25.0 15.6 11.1 21.2 19.0 19.7 19.7 19.0 24.2 
9 17.9 15.7 8.7 25.0 18.5 19.7 19.7 19.0 24,2 
20.0 8.6 14.7 19.0 22.3 19.7 40.8 92.0 27.3 
IS.6 15.6 14.7 19.0 17.0 17.6 38.9 47.4 27.3 
B 14.7 8.1 12.6 15.6 9.9 11.7 25,0 31,6 14.9 
0 14.7 18.2 13.6 16.2 8.7 16.9 16.9 31.5 16.9 
2 17.7 15.6 20.7 11.7 16.2 21.9 11.i 22.7 2S.0 
5 12 5 11 1 12.1 13.6 14,7 14.9 11.7 22.7 13=6 f% U liis IIN ^ ^ 15.0 16.3 22.6 19.0 OT O 45. 9 
B 17.5 11.6 11.1 11.7 14.3 17.6 14.9 22.6 22.6 
7 25.0 15.7 21.3 16.3 23.2 25.8 21.9 52.7 16.9 
5 16.3 15.7 15.2 5.2 27.4 27.4 26.6 28.2 
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Bven during this wet season, ho^rever, the cove 
soils show hi^er percentages. Daring 1±Le previous year 
it may be noted from Table 14 that the fluctuation be­
tween maximum and mlniTmim moisture contents was much, 
greater. In fact, diuring the months of June, July and 
Augost, on Little Hountain Sand surface, the moisture 
percentages were 6o4, 5o9, 5a5j amounts which, no doubt, 
were near the wilting point, HJhe m-Tn-tTmim for those 
months in the cove surface soil of the Mont Alto sandy 
loam, was 15.7 percent. 
A more significant representation may be seen 
in Plate 9, where the percentages of capillary moisture 
in the B and D horizons are compared by sites for the 
seasonal average, Harch to September, 1928. The percentage 
of moisture in the cove is much hi^er than the others. 
Keducing these percentages to actual pounds of water on 
these different sites gives a more practical perspective 
of the water situation. Ehe cove has over four times as 
much moisture per acre as does the ridge. Another rather 
interesting .deduction from the figures on moisture is 
shown in Plates 10 and 11. Hie former shows the advantage 
in point of moisture for the north slope over the south 
*1 ^ ^ ^ 0^wmm ^  
JU-^O o UL^O OCUUO VIAC1.0«LV/^ CbO UXX<* 
of a seasonal average. Still further light on the moist-
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AVERAGE POUNDS CAPILLARY WATER 
PER ACRE 
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mm 
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TABLE 14 
MONTHLY PERCENTAGES OP CAPILLARY HgO. 1928 
Soli No. 
: 
; MarcJi 
• 
• 
J May 
t 
: June 
t 
I July 
t 
t auk. 
t t 
t Sept, : 
t 
Oct, t Nov. 
I RB 96,0 43,0 144.0 185.0 35.1 55,0 
I RD 15,6 9,9 13,6 5,8 6.4 7,7 8.7 
I SNB 104.0 102,0 53,8 88,7 55,0 55,0 
I SND 14,3 12,3 25.0 14,9 12,3 12,4 14,9 
I SSB 100.0 100.0 110.0 73,8 42,8 83,8 
I SSD 16,9 16.0 23.4 17.6 6,4 11.1 21,2 
11 RB 150,0 66.6 129,0 122.0 104.0 88.7 
II SNB 106.0 115.0 163,0 78.6 88,7 100.0 
XI SND 26,6 16.9 21.2 16,9 14,3 19,1 23.4 
II SSB 18,6 83.5 68.0 135.0 96,2 133,0 
II SSD 22,6 20.5 22.7 18,3 11.0 19,8 17.6 
II OB 260,0 114.1 316.0 144.0 100,0 212,0 
II OD 26,6 43.8 20.2 26.6 28,2 19.1 62.5 
III RB 133,0 163.0 128.0 178.0 81,8 92,5 
III RD 35,0 14.9 20.2 16.2 9.3 13.0 12.4 25.0 
III SNB 300,0 16.7 128.0 135.0 113,0 133.0 
III SND 16,3 14.3 14.3 17.7 16,9 5.8 17.7 29.8 
III SSB 233,0 125.0 153.0 157.0 104,0 82.0 
III SSD 17.0 17.6 29.0 13.0 13,7 17.7 19.1 
IV RB 233,0 104.0 264.0 144,0 122,0 144.0 
IV RD 16.3 11.1 14.3 16.3 6.4 7.5 16.3 
IV SNB 29.8 189.8 108.0 163.0 
IV SND 17.6 9.9 14.3 12,4 9.3 15.6 
IV SSB 222,0 208.0 150.0 96,0 53.8 41.0 
IV SSD 19,7 12.4 9.9 13.6 13,6 13.7 16.3 
IV OB 284,0 115,0 208.0 156.0 194,0 138.0 
IV OD 26.8 6.9 12.4 26.6 17.7 23.4 
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ure problCTi is shown in Plate 12, where a comparison of 
moisture percentages of the B horizon is made by soil 
types. Soils Hos. 3 and 4 show the hi^est percentages. 
This was to have been expected, however, inasrauch as 
noisttire-holding peaty layer is thickest on these soil 
types* 
It seems quite likely that the disparity in 
Toltane production is boimd xm in this factor of moisture. 
Eiis perhaps is not altogether because of the j^ysiolog-
ical needs of the plant for T!?ater as such, but more, 
perhaps J as Stalfelt (70) has recently pointed out , "Kiat 
the percentag6s of moisture in the soil bears a very direct 
relationship to the assimilation of carbon dioxide throu^ 
the stoma of the leaves. An excess of moisture in the 
soil keeps do^m the temperature of the surrotinding area, 
increases the htaaidity of "His atraosphers and causes the 
stomata of the leaves to remain open a greater part of the 
time. In this way moisture acts in a two-fold role. Below 
a certain amount it is useful only in a physiological way; 
above that amount in addition to its usual function, it 
makes possible greater assimilation of carbon dioxide and 
greater elaboration of carbohydrates-
As a result of comparisons of growth studies 
made on sample plots on the various soil types, the follow-
> : J: - MDTI 
PERCENT/ 
PY SOIL TYPES 
A seasonal I 
aWp iSEPTEMB 
SOIL 1 
lot.3 
1^ 
soiLtor 
1434 
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ing is iratlier interesting. Cm. t!as Eidge plot located 
on the Ehyolite soil a laean anyiTial increment of 31 •SS 
cubic feet per acre per year was noted. Siis is the soil 
of the hi^est clay content. On the Eagle Rock plot 
located on the Weverton sandy loam a mean anraml increment 
of 81 exihic feet per acre per year -sras noted. Likewise 
on the Little Motmtain soil plot and the Black .4ndy^s 
Hollow plot (on the Mont Alto sandy loam) 39,48 cabic 
and 57.33 ciibic feet respectively were measuped, 55ie 
two plots showing the bluest yield were in sheltered, 
cool sites where the moistiire content of the soil approached 
cove conditio!^. Ko comparison of productivity on the 
"basis of soil type alone would be of value without taking 
moisture into consideration, 
KTithout miC3?oscopic life the most ehemieally 
fertile soil is worthless, !Il!he alaI>orated organic mater­
ial Tflfcich falls to the ground cannot be tised directly by 
hi^er plants j it inust undergo chesiical deccxaposition, 
®ie only means by which this can be accomplished is 
mic3?obiologicai life, !i!he minute flora of the soil may 
be helpful or harmful. Different types of soils vary 
greatly in bacterial flora, A favorable combination of 
activities must exist for the best results, Ar^ disturb­
ance in the soil may change the species relationships and 
limit or prohibit the growth of certain species. It has 
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of ten been noted that norsery soils apparently very 
fertile, soils whicli produce superior agricultural crops, 
fail completely to grow conifers for a long period of 
time, moctilatioii by wood bunias often solves the problem* 
Hature is rather slow in changing or establishing an 
egoillbriua of plant relationshij^s. 
The bacterial flora of forest soils is quite 
different from that of farm soils. 
2he following counts of bacteria, fungi, and 
actinOTiyces were made in order to obtain an index of tiie 
microbiological life of the soils of this area. Samples 
were taken on ridge and slope of two soil types, and on 
ridge, slope, and cove of the remaining two. Only the 
B horizon was studied, uSiis is the horizon of peat in 
which microscopic life is most abundant. 
Great care was taken at all stages of the opera­
tion to keep the samples free from contamination. In the 
field, hands of the operator, and implements, were washed 
with a cloth soaked in 95% alcohol, sterile pint mason 
jars were used as containers. The samples were taken 
Immediately to the laboratory, weired, and shaken in 
sterile water- successive dilutions made in sterile vs.tev, 
and plated in a very few minutes. Ho infusion was allowed 
to stand over 15 minutes before plating. The laboratory 
is adjacent to the forest and offers an opportunity unez-
—81 
celled for bacteriological work of this kind. Samples 
•were never allccred to stand even for an honr. 
Two media were used; 
!• Sodium Gaseinate agar. 
For bacteria and actinomyces: 
Distilled water ...... 1000 cc. 
IDe^ctrose «L«Og* 
Di PotaasiiEii Phosphate . » .5 g« 
Magnesiias snlfate . . • . . »2 g, 
Soditm caseinate l«Og, 
2, Synthetic acid meditsa for fangi; 
Distilled water ...... 1000 cc. 
Deztrose 10 g. 
Peptone 5g. 
Mono potassitm phosphate. • 1 g« 
Sagnesim sulfate ..... .5 g. 
Agar 2*5 g. 
This acid meditaa was broxight to a pH of 4 wi-Bi 
hydrochl oric acid. 
In plating frcsa the soil infusions two dilutions 
were used and plates were made in duplicate for the bacteria 
and actinoanyces plates using the 1 to 50,000 and 1 to 
SOOyOOO dilutions. For the fungi, plates were made in 
duplicate for the 1 to 5000 and 1 to 50,000 dilutions* 
The plates were counted on the third and ei^th days for 
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bacteria and actincxayces. 
Tables 15, 16 and 17 ^ow iiie pesj>ectiire counts 
and numbers of organisms per gram of dry soil# 
Plate IS shows liie relative numbers of bacteria 
fungi, and Actinomyces per gram of dry soil as an a-^erage 
o? all counts on all types, 
xhe outstanding fact of this comparison is the 
preponderance of actinomyces, ffiie large amounts of cellu­
lose in the B hoirizon no doubt account for this. A very 
small number of bacteria occurred when the usual numbers 
in agricultural soils are considered. It must be noted, 
too, that the meditmi used for bacteria was a neutral one 
i^ich should "be more favorable for their grov;tl> fhnr> the 
acid condition existing in the soil itself. 
i^corrhizas were fairly abundant. It was noted 
in -Uie nursery soil that almost invariably the largest, 
thriftiest young trees had a marked development of mycor-
rhizas <m their roots. 
It seems guite evident isien i^eviesjlng the nitro-
•gen situation that there is a symbiotic fixation. !i5ie 
soil reaction of pE 4 to 5 would probably inhibit growth 
of AzotobacteTs 5?here Is a constant accumalation of 
nitrogen on this poor soil. 
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TABLE 16 
BACTERIAL COUNT 
June 27 
Soil Wo. : : No. l^aoterla peS? grajn t Ho. »aot©ria per gram 
HgO : dry soli J HgO t dry soli 
I RB 144 1,708,000 36.1 1,890,000 
I SSB 110 3,790,000 42.8 2,284,000 
I OB 110 5,060,000 42.8 286,800 
II RB 1S29 4,600,000 104.0 408,000 
II S.'3 68 852,000 06.2 490,000 
II OB 316 1,875,000 100.0 1,000,000 
910,000 III RB 1538 1,260,000 81.8 
III SSB 155 1,130,000 104.0 1,021,000 
III OB 208 614,000 194.0 894,000 
IV RB 2(34 2,808,000 122.3 220,000 
IV SSB 1150 1,000,000 53.8 1,640,000 
TV OB 208 306,800 194.0 2,940,000 
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TABLE 17 
AOTINOiaCES OOVm 
t t 
; June 87 : Aug» 26 
Soil No* s „ , , , No, Aotlnoinyood p6V : % " { Ho# A6tinoiriyQ0s per 
t HgO : gram di:»y soil HgO 1 gram dry soli 
I RB 144 13,890,000 35,1 30^050,000 
19,700,000 I SSB 110 18,750,000 48.8 
I OB 110 86,350,000 48«8 31,180,000 
II RB 109 88,100,000 104.0 84,100,000 
II SSB 68 9,600,000 96.8 7,350,000 
IT OB 316 7,300,000 100.0 6,350,000 
III RB 188 10,900,000 81*8 6,000,000 
III SSB 153 5,380,000 104.0 8,780,000 
III OB 808 8,768,000 194.0 1,334,000 
IV RB 864 19,100,000 182.3 18,140,000 
IV SSB l£i0 4,750,000 53.8 6,860,000 
IV OB 808 8,460,000 194.0 4,660,000 
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1. Voltaae gpowtii of irood seons to be soxaewiiat 
independent of soil texture on this area. Soils of low 
clay content in some cases show a laach hi^er productiri^ 
in teims of wood than do soils of a much hi^er clay con­
tent. It should not be concluded, however, that clay 
content has no influence. In this case another factor so 
far outwei^is the factor of soil texture that it is 
relatively unimportant. 
2. She percentage of total nitrogen varies 
little in the ridge, slope and cove soils. OJhe percent­
ages of j^osphorus and calcium are greatest in the ridge 
soils "d^ere growth is least. Due, however, to a laudi 
thinner layer of peat on the ridges there is a larger 
total amount of "fe-ese ts?o elements in the cove soils o 
5. oaiere is at no time any significant amount 
of nitrate nitrogen in the surface soils of this area. 
jOmost no nitrate nitrogen is found in drainage water from 
this forest. 
Biere is an accumulation of nitrogen 
in the surface soils which apparently cannot be accounted 
for by that falling in rain and snow- It seffiis highly 
probable that there is symbiotic fixation of nitrogen even 
on this poor acid soil. 
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Siere is a Tsrell defined relationship "between 
average seasonal laoistTire content of these soils and 
volmae growth of wood. The thickness of the peaty layer, 
too, shoBTS this relationship, 
5, Actincmyces greatly outntnaber other micro-
organissis in -Uiese forest soils, ISiere is a greater 
number of fungi iSian bacteria, 
5. As the resnlt of a three year fertilizer 
test on nursery soil, negative results were secured, for 
all fertilizers tried, 
7, 5210 loss on ignition - total nitrogen ratio 
for the peaty horizon was on the average about 50 to 1, 
8, She factora of aspect and e::qK)sure on a forest 
site in their influence on soil xaoistare are of great im­
portance, 2his no doubt is particularly true of a coarse 
infertile soil •i??hers plant food in general is low and 
where evaporation is at a maxiisiBa, Cool, moist sites on 
this forest have been observed to give doi&le 13ie volume 
increment as did dry exposed sites on the same soil type. 
So pronounced is the effect of soil moisture that this 
factor alone often causes a change of tree type from tha 
oals—chestunt on tiie ridges to the Hemlock^birch-—tulip 
poplar type in coves, it ^uld be highly presnmptious 
to say that soil moisture was the only limiting factor. 
•-S8*" 
©le amounts of plant food are in general low, Wi13i the 
saioe moisture on the fertile Hagerstown loam the white 
oak, walnut^ hickory, and other more exacting species 
ccaae in. The change of tree type and increase in voliaine 
growth are the resiilt of the integraticm of many Tar-
iahle factors. 
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